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A GRAMMAR-BASED APPROACH TOWARDS UNIFYING HIERARCHICAL
DATA MODELS*

MARC GYSSENSf, JAN PAREDAENS:!:, AND DIRK VAN GUCHT

Abstract. A simple model for representing the hierarchical structure of information is proposed. This model,
called the grammatical model, is based on trees that are generated by grammars; the grammars describe the hierarchy
of the information represented by the trees. Two methods for querying in this data model are given. The first,
called the grammatical algebra, is based on a set of primitive grammar-oriented operators, the second, called the
grammatical calculus, on local transformations on the trees. The semantics of both is formally defined. Decidability
issues regarding the grammatical calculus are investigated. Finally, the two querying methods are proved to be equally
expressive.

Key words, information base, grammars, trees, transformations, algebra, calculus
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1. Introduction. Until the mid-1980s much attention was paid to the relational database
model (see, e.g., [17], [18], and [21]). We were intrigued by its simplicity, both for modeling
and manipulating data. Recently, however, we became aware of its drawbacks when trying to
model data applications beyond the traditional business-oriented applications, such as CAD-
CAM, office automation, and text-oriented and multimedia databases. Therefore, a great
number of data models have been proposed as a possible successor of the relational model.

Semantic data models, such as ER [7], FDM [19], SDM [12], Format [13], and IFO
[2], provide a rich set of design tools for representing the complex interrelationships of data.
These tools are typically variants of familiar aggregation, generalization, and set-formation
constructs. Although query languages have been defined for some semantic data models, their
main purpose is to provide database design tools that are more powerful than the modeling
tools of the relational model. The logic-based models, such as Datalog [21], LDM [16],
and LDL [4], zero in on the limited expressiveness of data manipulation languages of the
relational model, i.e., they generalize the relational calculus to express queries that can be
specified recursively. Finally, there are the relational extensions of the standard relational
model, such as RM/T [8] and the nested relational model [9], [14], [20]. These models try
to strike a balance between the elegance of the relational model and the expressiveness of
semantic data models. In other words, they are not as rich as the semantic models in their
modeling power, but they provide simple yet powerful extensions of the relational model.

Although there exist significant differences between all these models, they share the
property that they recognize as the most fundamental characteristic of data its hierarchical
structure. On the other hand, however, it is not quite clear whether they can effectively model
all data applications which exhibit a hierarchical nature. A good example are textbases 11 ],
which in addition to having a hierarchical structure, are constructed out of rules that follow
a grammatical structure. Grammatical structures are also implicitly present in, e.g., VERSO

], [5], a variation of the nested relational model, where at some level data are structured as
regular expressions.

It is the intention of this paper to use a simple and a well-known model as a unifying
skeleton to describe the hierarchy in an information base as well as the grammatical structure
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of texts. This model has been presented informally in 11 ]. It is called the grammatical model
and is based on grammars introduced some 30 years ago to study the syntax of programming
and formal languages (see, e.g., 10]). The grammatical model will benefit greatly from the
clear understanding of the grammars and from their major importance for computer science.

It seems natural to formalize a hierarchical structure by a tree. Therefore, we represent
information as a tree which can be generated by a grammar. Each leaf of the tree represents
an object, and the internal nodes represent the relationship between the objects. The grammar
specifies the scheme, i.e., the overall structure between these relationships. In this way, the
information about two employees (one manager and one worker) will be represented by the
tree in Fig. 1.

<Emps>

Ne><<Type> --...._ps>
/ <Arn> <Man> _(’.,,,.,.,<SaI>-I<Type>

Jo,h,n $ 3!0 /<Dep> M!rl iJ/<Am> <Wrk>
S 20 ]<Level>

Wl

FIG. 1. Tree representing information about employees.

This tree is generated by a grammar with the following productions:

PI: (Emps} --+ (Emp}(Emps)
P2 (Emp) -- (Name} (Sal) (Type)
P3: (Type) (Man}.

P4 (Type) (Work)
P5 {Man) -- (Dep)

P6 (Work)-- (Level)
P7 (Sal) -- $(Am)

Notice that production P1 specifies information as a list, which is used here to model a set.
Production P2 specifies an employee as the aggregation of his/her name, salary, and type.
Productions P3 and P4 define the type of an employee as either manager or worker, which
is an example of generalization, or, alternatively viewed, an example of specialization. This
example illustrates that the grammatical model allows for the three basic constructs of most
data models (set-formation, generalization, and aggregation) in a uniform way. Finally notice
production P7. The grammatical model allows, in a convenient way, for additional syntactic
features; e.g., the terminal symbol "$" indicates that the salary is expressed in dollar amounts.

For hierarchically organized data, the tree structure of the grammatical model also has
some advantages with respect to implementation. Contrary to the relational and the nested re-
lational models, for example, the straightforward implementation of the grammatical model is
feasible, yielding a physical representation that is fairly close to the conceptual representation.

Turning to the dynamical aspects of the grammatical model, we see that there are two
obvious ways to express queries by transforming the trees. A first method consists of defining
operators that locally transform the trees and the grammars. A second way consists of de-
scribing this transformation in a less procedural way, indicating the relationship between the
given trees and the result trees. For reasons that are evident these methods are called the algebra
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and the calculus, respectively. They are proved to be equivalent. Although the calculus is the
more natural of both methods, its formal semantics need a detailed description to handle all
possible problems of cyclicity and ambiguity.

The paper is organized as follows. In 2, we give the basic definitions of the grammatical
model. In 3, we define an algebra to query and manipulate information bases defined over
the grammatical model. Section 4 introduces an alternative query mechanism called the
grammatical calculus. The grammatical calculus is based on pattern-matching. Section 5
briefly discusses some decidability issues regarding the grammatical calculus. In 6, we show
that the grammatical algebra and calculus are equivalent with respect to expressive power.
Finally, 7 proposes some directions for future research.

2. The grammatical model. Throughout this paper, we assume the reader is familiar
with the basic terminology concerning trees (e.g., [3]) and formal languages (e.g., [10]). As
stated in 1, we shall represent an information base as a tree, the structure ofwhich is controlled
by a formal grammar. We shall borrow the terms "scheme" and "instance" from the relational
model and use the former to indicate the grammar and the latter to indicate the tree.

DEFINITION 2.1. An information base scheme is a grammar (V, T, S, P) with
V being a finite set of attributes;
T being a finite set of constants;
S being a set of axioms, S

___
V;

P being a finite set of productions of the form A s where
-AV,
-s (V tO T)*,
-each attribute appears at most once in s.

Actual data will be represented in a tree the internal nodes of which are labeled by
attributes. Note that we do not require the leaves to be labeled by constants; if a leaf is labeled
by an attribute, this simply means there are no data known for that attribute.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme. A dam-tree
(D-tree) over is a tree whose nodes are labeled with elements of V tO T in such a way that
each internal node is labeled by an attribute. The set of all D-trees over is denoted 79(U).
The empty D-tree is denoted E.

In the upcoming sections, we shall frequently use some operations on D-trees, which will
be denoted as in Definition 2.3.

DEFINITION 2.3. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be a
D-tree over . Then

if n is a node of D, lbl(n) denotes its label;
rt(D) denotes the root of D and rt(D) the label of the root of D;
if n is a node of D with n:/: rt(D), par(n) denotes its parent and par(n) the label of its

parent;
if n is a node of D, chin(n) is the sequence of all its children, ehtrs(n) is the sequence

of the subtrees of D whose roots are the children of n, and chln(n) is the sequence of the labels
of all the children of n.

Finally, a D-tree over an information base scheme that is also a derivation tree will be
called an information base instance.

DEFINITION 2.4. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme. A D-tree D over
is called an information base instance over if

rt(D) S;
for each internal node n in D, the production lbl(n) chln(n) is in P.

The empty string is denoted
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Example 2.5. Consider the information base scheme (V, T, S, .P) with
V {Fams, Fam, Father, Mother, Children, Child, String, Chr};
T {A Z,a z};
S-- {Families};
P {(Fams) (Fam)(Fams)

(Fam) (Father)(mother) (Children)
(Children) (Child)(Children)
(Father) ---+ (String)
(mother) (String)

(Child) ---+ (String)
(String) --+ (Chr) (String)
(Chr) -----+ A

Chr) ----+ z
representing the structure on information base concerning families with their children. Note
that this information base scheme also includes an "implementation" of strings. For example,
the string lan must be represented as the D-tree in Fig. 2.

<String,

ring>

<Ch
ng>

a[a
<L;nr>

<String-

FIG. 2. Representation ofa string.

However, we might have considered strings as elements of some set, sufficiently large
for our purposes, rather than as a sequence of characters. In the upcoming sections we shall
not bother with this low-level representation, since this is not our main concern. From now
on, we shall no longer write productions for attributes such as (String). With this in mind,
the D-tree in Fig. 3 represents an information base instance over showing two families, the
former composed of lan and Mary with children Brian and Wendy and the latter composed of
Nick and Brenda with no children.

<Fams>

Fams>
m"-’"-’------ams>

_/.:,.NN ,r’.hildron J \ <Children,<Father>

lan

Brian <Children> Nick Brenda

Wendy

FIG. 3. An instance ofan information base aboutfamilies.

Grammar-based models turn out to be highly appropriate for representing text-dominated
databases, as was observed by Gonnet and Tompa. The following example is inspired by 11 ].
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Example 2.6. Consider an information base scheme with the following productions:
(Refs) (Ref) (Refs) (Source) (Journ) (Issue)
(Ref) ---+ (Auths) (Tit) (Source) (Year) (Source) (Book)
(Auths) (Auth)(auths) (Issue) ---+ (Vol) (Nr).

The attributes not mentioned in the left-hand side of some production are supposed to take
either a string or a number as a value. Part of some information base instance is represented
in Fig. 4.

<Refs>

<Ref>
<Refs>

<Auths> <Source> <Year>
<Auth> ssue>

The Format 1984

<Auth> Model <Vol>
<Nr>

Hull <Auths> JACM

Yap 31 3

FIG. 4. An instance ofa bibliographic information base.

We will also need the notion of isomorphic D-trees:
DEFINITION 2.7. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D1 and

D2 be D-trees over . D1 and D2 are said to be isomorphic, denoted Dl D2, if there exists
a mapping between the nodes of D1 and D2 that is one to one and onto, preserving the labels
and the tree structure. Isomorphism is extended to finite sequences of D-trees in the canonical
way.

3. An algebra for transforming information bases. In this section, we propose an
algebraic language for the manipulation of grammatically defined information bases that not

only allows us to formulate queries, but also to apply more general transformations. Each
operator is defined both on scheme and on instance level. Here we implicitly assume that only
one information base instance is considered at a time.

The algebra we propose consists of eight basic operators, defined below. At the same
time, we also define some derived operators, both as an illustration and because we need them
further on.

First, we define three types of substitutions, which do not alter the structure of an infor-
mation base instance, but only change (attribute) labels.

The parent substitution Err[A -+ s, B] substitutes by B all attributes A from which s is
derived.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be an
information base instance over . Let A s 6 P, or A 6 V and s e. Let B be an attribute
(B does not have to be in V), and suppose that A and B never occur simultaneously in the
right-hand side of a production of P. The parent substitution is defined as follows:

Ezr[A --+ s, B]() ’ (V’, T, S’, P’) where
-v’= VU{B};
-ifA S, thenS’--SU{B},elseS’=S;
-Let P"= (P- {A s})tO {B -+ s}. Then

P’= P"U {C slBs21C V’, sis2 (V U T)*, and C --+ SlAS2
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Ezr[A -- s, B](D) is obtained by simultaneously relabeling by B each node n in D
with lbl(n) A and chin(n) s.

Note that the condition of A and B not occurring simultaneously in the right-hand side
of a production of prevents B from appearing more than once in the right-hand side of a
production of ’.

The child substitution Ex[A -- sBs2, B, C] substitutes by C all attributes B in a string
s Bs2 that is derived from A.

DEFINITION 3.2. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be an
information base instance over . Let B 6 V, and let A -- s Bs2 P. Let C be an attribute
(C does not have to be in V), and suppose that C does not occur in ss2. The child substitution
is defined as follows:

Ex[A --+ siBs2, B, C]() ’ (V’, T, S, P’) where
v’= vu{c};
Let P" (P A --+ s Bs2 }) U A -+ s Cs2 }. Then

P’--- P"U {C -- sis (v’u T)* and B s 6 P"}.

Ex[A s Bs2, B, C](D) is obtained by simultaneously relabeling by C each internal
node n in D with lbl(n) B, par(n) A and chin(par(n)) s Bs2.

As before, the condition on C prevents illegal substitutions.
Finally, we define child equality substitution. The child equality substitution E[A

Sl Bs2, B --+ s3, C, D] substitutes by D all attributes B in a string s Bs2 that is derived from A
and from which s3 is derived, provided B has both a sibling and a child labeled C that define
isomorphic subtrees.

DEFINITION 3.3. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be an
information base instance over . Let A sBs2, B s3 P. Let C 6 V, and suppose
that C occurs both in ss2 and s3. Let D be an attribute (D does not have to be in V), and
suppose that D does not occur in s s2. The child equality substitution is defined as follows:

E[A s Bs2, B --+ s3, C, D]() ’ (V’, T, S, P’) where
v’= v u

-if A B, then P’- P U {A -- s1Ds2, D-- s3, D--+ siDs2}, else P’=
P U {A --+ s Ds2, D s3}.

Let n be an internal node in D with lbl(n) B, par(n) A, chin(par(n)) s Bs2,
and chln(n) s3. Let m be the sibling and m2 be the child of n with label C and let D and
n2 be the subtrees of D with rt(D) m and rt(D2) m2. Then E[A --+ s Bs2, B --+

s3, C, D](D) is obtained by simultaneously relabeling by D each such node n for which

D1 D2.
Example 3.4. Consider an information base scheme (V, T, S, P) with V

{A, B, C, D}, T {a, b}, S {A}, and

P A-+ BA, A-- B,B--- CD, C-+ a,C--+ b,D--- a,D-- b},

and let D be the information base instance over shown in Fig. 5.
Then the parent substitution Er[A -- BA, E] yields the information base scheme ’(V’, T, S’, P’) with V’ {A, B, C, D, E}, S’ {A, E}, and

P’ E --- BA, A --- B, B --- CD, C --- a, C ---- b, D --- a, D --- b, E -- BE}

and the information base instance D’ in Fig. 6.
The child substitution X E -- BA, A, E] applied to the information base thus obtained

yields the information base scheme " (V’, T, S’, P") with

P" A -- B, B ---- CD, C --- a, C --+ b, D --- a, D --- b, E -- B E, E -- B}
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a a
C D B

a a

b b

FIG. 5. An information base instance D.

E

C

a a
B

b b

FIG. 6. The information base instance D’ Err[A BA, E](D).

and the information base instance D" in Fig. 7.
Finally, the child equality substitution Ee [E -- BE, E BE, B, D] applied to the last

result yields the information base scheme "’ (V’, T, S’, P’") with

P’" A ---, B, B --+ CD, C -- a, C --+ b, D --+ a, D --, b,

E---, BE, E B,E---, BD, D-- BE, D-+ BD}

E

FIG. 7. The information base instance D" Ex[E BA, A, E](D’).
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and the information base instance D’" in Fig. 8.
Next, we define two operators that allow the introduction of new nodes and the removal

of existing ones.

E

B D

C

b b

FIG. 8. The information base instance D’" E[E B E, E B E, B, D](D").

The node insertion Nt[A --+ S1S2S3, S1Bs3] inserts in each derivation of SlS2S from A a
node B as a child of A and the father of s2.

DEFINITION 3.5. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be an
information base instance over . Let A --+ SlS2S3 P, or A 6 V and ss2s3 e. Let B be
an attribute not in V. The node insertion is defined as follows:

Nt[A -- S1S2S3, S1Bs3]() ’-- (V’, T, S, P’) where
v’ v u {};

-P’--(P- {A -+ sis2s3})U {A --+ s1Bs3, B --+ $2}.
Let n be a node of D with lbl(n) A and chln(n) sszs3. Then Nt[A

SlSzS3, sBs3](D) is obtained by simultaneously inserting for each such node n a node n’
for which lbl(n’) B, par(n’) n, and chln(n’) is the subinterval of chin(n) corresponding
to s2.

The node deletion N3[A] deletes each subtree whose root is labeled by A.
DEFINITION 3.6. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be an

information base instance over . Let A V. The node deletion is defined as follows:
N[A]() ’= (V’, T, S’, P’) where
-V’- V-{A};
-S’-S-{A};
-Let P"= {B s lB V’, s (V’U T)*, and B s 6 P}. Then

P’- P"U {B SlS2 B V’, sis2 (V’U T)*, and B --+ slAS2 P}.

N3[A](D) is obtained by deleting each subtree D’ from D with rt(D’) A.
Example 3.7. Consider an information base scheme (V, T, S, P) with V

{A, B, C, D, E}, T {a,b,c,d,e}, S- {A}, and

P {A BCD, B --+ abEd, C c, D --+ Bd, E --+ e},

and let D be the information base instance over shown in Fig. 9.
Then the node insertion Nt[B -- abEd, a Fd] yields the information base scheme ’(V’, T, S, P’) with V’ {A, B, C, D, E, F} and

P’ {A --+ BCD, B aFd, C --+ c, D --+ Bd, E e, F --+ bE}
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A

e a b E d

FIG. 9. An information base instance D.

and the information base instance D’ in Fig. 10.
The node deletion N6[F] applied to the information base thus obtained yields the infor-

mation base scheme " (V", T, S, P") with V" {A, B, C, D, E} and

P" A --- BCD, B --+ ad, C -+ c, D --- Bd, E --+ e

and the information base instance D" of Fig. 11.

A

FIG. 10. The information base instance D’ Nt[B abEd, aFd](D).

A

B
D

a

a d

FIG. 1. The information base instance D" N6[F](D).

Note that N3[A] applied to any of the above information bases would yield the empty
information base.

We also need two operators that copy information from one place in an information base
to another. They are defined recursively.

Essentially, the downward duplication A[A s Bs2, B s3, C, D] copies the subtree
with root C in a string s Bs2 derived from A as the rightmost sibling of a string s3 which is
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derived from B, and renames the root of that copy to D. What makes the definition below
somewhat involved is that, for reasons of uniformity, we have to require that this duplication
is propagated into these subtrees as well.

DEFINITION 3.8. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be an
information base instance over . Let A ---> SlBS2 E P, and let either B ---> s3 E P or s3 --e.
Let C 6 V, and suppose that C occurs in sis2. Let D be an attribute (D does not have to be in
V), and suppose that D does not occur in s3. The downward duplication is recursively defined
as follows:

A[A -+ sl Bs2, B -- $3, C, D]() ’ (V’, T, S, P’) where
-V’= VU{D};
-P’= PU{B ---> s3D}U{D---> sis (V U T)* and C ----> s P}.

Let n be a internal node in D with lbl(n) B, par(n) A, chin(par(n)) s Bs2, and
chln(n) s3. Let m be the node in chin(par(n)) with lbl(m) C. Let D" be the subtree
of D defined by rt(D") m, and let D’" A6[A ---> sl Bs2, B ---> s3, C, D](D"). Then
A[A ---> s Bs2, B --+ s3, C, D](D) is obtained by simultaneously adding to chin(n) for each
such node n a rightmost sibling n’ with lbl(n’) D. The subtree D’ of A3[A s Bs2, B -->

s3, C, D](D) defined by rt(D’) n’ is then determined by chtrs(n’) - chtrs(rt(D’")).
Example 3.9. Consider an information base scheme (V, T, S, P) with V

{A, B, C}, T {a, b, c,d}, S {A}, and P {A --+ BaC, B --+ bd, C ---> cA, C c},
and let D be the information base instance over in Fig. 12.

A

b d

b d

FIG. 12. An information base instance D.

Then the downward duplication A3[A ---> BaC, B ---> bd, C, D] yields the information
base scheme ’ (V’, T, S, P’) with V’ {A, B, C, D} and

P’ {A ---> BaC, B --> bdD, C --+ cA, C c, D cA, D --+ c}

and the information base instance D’ of Fig. 13.
The downward duplication copies information downward into the tree; the upward dupli-

cation is its upward counterpart.
DEFINITION 3.10. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be an

information base instance over . Let A s Bs2, B --+ s3 P. Let C E V, and suppose
that C occurs in s3. Let D be an attribute (D does not have to be in V), and suppose that D
does not occur in s s2. The upward duplication is recursively defined as follows:

ArIA s Bs2, B s3, C, D]() ’ (V’, T, S, P’) where
-V’-- VU{D};
-P’= PU{A--+sBs2D}U{Ds Is E (V U T)* and C --+ s E P}.

Let n be a internal node in D with lbl(n) B, par(n) A, chin(par(n)) sl Bs2, and
chln(n) s3. Let m be the node in chin(n) with lbl(m) C. Let D" be the subtree of D
defined by rt(D")= m, and let D’"= ArIA Sl BS2, B -- s3, C, D](D"). Then ArIA -+
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FIG. 13. The infortnation base instance D’ A[A BaC, B bd, C, D](D).

S1Bs2, B -+ $3, C, D](D) is obtained by simultaneously adding to chin(par(n)) for each such
node n a rightmost sibling n’ with lbl(n’) D. The subtree D’ of Av[A --+ s Bs2, B --+

s3, C, D](D) defined by rt(D’) n’ is then determined by chtrs(n’) chtrs(rt(D"’)).
Since upward duplication is very similar to downward duplication, we omit an example.
Using both downward and upward duplication, it is possible to simulate sidewise dupli-

cation, defined below.
DEFINITION 3.11. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be

an information base instance over . Let A --+ s Cs2 P. Let D be an attribute (D does
not have to be in V), and suppose that D does not occur in ss2. The sidewise duplication is
recursively defined as follows:

Acr[A --+ siCs2, C, D]() ’ (V’, T, S, P’) where
V’= V tO {D);

-P’= PU{AsCs2D}U{D--->s Is 6 (V U T)* and C -+ s 6 P}.
Let n be a node in D with lbl(n) A and chin(n) s1Cs2. Let m be the node

in chin(n) with lbl(m) C. Let D" be the subtree of D defined by rt(D") m, and
let D’"= Acr[A -+ sCs2, C, D](D"). Then Acr[A --+ sCs2, C, D](D)is obtained by
simultaneously adding to chin(n) for each such node n a rightmost sibling n’ with lbl(n’) D.
The subtree D’ of Acr[A --+ sCs2, C, D](D) defined by rt(D’) n’ is then determined by
chtrs(n’) chtrs(rt(D’")).

THEOREM 3.12. Sidewise duplication can be expressed in terms ofnode insertion, down-
ward duplication, upward duplication, and node deletion.

Proof Let (V, T, S, P) be the scheme of some information base, and consider the
sidewise duplication Acr[A SlCS2, C, D] in which A, C, D, s, and s2 are as in Defini-
tion 3.11. Let E be an attribute not in V. Then Acr[A -+ sCs2, C, D] can be performed by
consecutively executing the following operations:

1. the node insertion Nt[A s Cs2, s CszE];
2. the downward duplication A3[A --+ SlCszE, E --+ e, C, C];
3. the upward duplication ArIA SlCSzE, E C, C, D];
4. the node deletion NA[E].

In step 1, the node E is actually created so that downward duplication can always be applied,
even if s $2 e. I-}

Note that the effects of downward duplication, upward duplication, and sidewise duplica-
tion can be easily undone by deleting D (using the notations used in the respective definitions).
This observation yields a natural "embedding" of the nodes of the original information base
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instance into the resulting instance. From the definitions of the above operations, the result
below follows in a straightforward manner.

THEOREM 3.13. Let D be an information base instance over some appropriate scheme,
and let D’ be the resulting instance after a downward duplication, an upward duplication, or
a sidewise duplication. Let n and n2 be two nodes in D, and let nt and n’2, respectively, be
the corresponding nodes in D’. Let D and D2 be the subtrees ofD defined by rt(D) n
and rt(D2) n2 and let D’ and D2 be the subtrees of D’ defined by rt(D’) n’ and
rt(D) n. Then DI D’2 if and only ifD D2. Suppose furthermore that in D’ the
subtree D’3 is a ’duplicate" of D2. Let D’3’ be any D-tree defined by rt(D) rt(D) and
chtrs(rt(D’)) chtrs(rt(D)). Then D’2 D’3’ whence D’ D’3’ ifand only ifD1 D2.

Theorem 3.13 will turn out to be essential in the proof of our main theorem, given in 6.
Finally, we introduce a permutation. Basically, a permutation recursively rearranges the

children derived by some production A --+ s.
DEFINITION 3.14. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be

an information base instance over. LetA -- s 6 P, orA 6 V ands e, and let
s2 6 (V t T)* contain the same attributes as s. The permutation is recursively defined as
follows:

I-I[A sl, s2]() ’= (V, T, S, P’) where

P’= (P- {A --+ s})U {A -- $2}.

Let n be a node in D with lbl(n) A and chin(n) s. I-I[A --+ s, s2](I)) is obtained
by first simultaneously substituting new nodes for chin(n) such that chln(n) becomes s2. Now
let B be an attribute in s2, and let m be the node in I-I[A s, s2](I)) with lbl(m) B and
par(m) n. Then the subtree D’ of I-I[A -- s, s2](1)) defined by rt(D’) m is isomorphic
to II[A Sl, sz](D"), where the D-tree D" is the subtree of D defined by rt(D") B and
par(rt(D")) n.

Our notion of permutation is somewhat wider than what is usually understood by this
term. A permutation does indeed permute attributes, but can also insert, delete, and rearrange
constants.

Example 3.15. Consider an information base scheme (V, T, S, P) with V A, B },
T {a, b, c}, S {A}, and P {A aB, B -+ bBc}, and consider the information base
instance over shown in Fig. 14 left.

A

a
B

b B c

A

a b B

FIG. 14. An example ofa permutation.

Then the permutation I-I[B --+ bBc, abB] yields the information base scheme ’(V, T, S, P’) with P’ {A -- a B, B -- abB and the information base instance shown in
Fig. 14 right.

Parent substitution, child substitution, child equality substitution, node insertion, node
deletion, downward duplication, upward duplication, and permutation define the grammatical
algebra. Many other conceivable operators can be expressed in terms of these eight, meaning
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there is a sequence of instance-independent grammatical algebra operations that returns the
same result at the instance level. In general, however, it is unavoidable that the scheme returned
by the algebra sequence defines a larger language than the scheme returned by the original
operator (although in Theorem 3.12, they are equal).

We already saw that sidewise duplication can be expressed in the grammatical algebra.
Below, we give two more examples of derived operations that are often needed in practical
applications.

First, we introduce node merging. The node merging N#[A --+ s1Bs2, B s3] is
obtained by pruning out each attribute B in a string s Bs2 which is derived from A and from
which s3 is derived. In this way, s s3s2 will be derived from A instead.

/’DEFINITION 3.16. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be an
information base instance over . Let A sBs2 E P, and let B --+ s3 E P, or B 6 V
and s3 e. Suppose that no attribute in s3 appears in ss2. The node merging is defined as
follows:

N#[A -+ s Bs2, B s3]() ’ (V, T, S, P’) where

P’ P U {A --+ s1s3s2}.

Let n be a node of D with lbl(n) B, par(n) A, chin(par(n)) sBs2, and
chln(n) s3. Then N#[A -- s Bs3, B s3](D) is obtained by simultaneously substituting
each such node n in chin(par(n)) by chin(n).

Clearly, on instance level, a node insertion NL[A sszs3, s Bs3] can be undone by the
node merging N#[A --+ s Bs3, B s2]. We now show the following.

THEOREM 3.17. Node merging can be expressed in the grammatical algebra.
Proof Rather than giving a notationally cumbersome proof, we illustrate the general

techniques that are needed on an example.
Consider an information base with scheme (V, T, S, P) where V {A, B, C},

T {a,b,c}, S {A}, and P {A --+ aBc, B -+ bC, C c}. The node merging
N#[A a Bc, B --+ bC] can be expressed by consecutively performing the following
operations:

1. the child substitution E)[A aBc, B, B’];
2. the upward duplication ArIA aB’c, B’ --+ bC, C, C];
3. the child substitution E) [A -+ a B’cC, B’, B"];
4. the node deletion N6[B"];
5. the permutation 1-I[A --+ acC, abCc];
6. the child substitution E) [A -+ a B’c, B’, B].

We invite the reader to check our claim on a concrete instance.
In general, step 2 must be carried out for each attribute in s3. In step 5, all the copied

attributes must be arranged in the right order and all the constants in s3 inserted in the right
place. [3

Below, we give another example of a derived operator that will turn out to be very useful
in the proof of our main result in 5.

DEFINITION 3.18. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be an
information base instance over . Let A --+ siC1s2C2s P with C A and C2 - A.
Let B be an attribute (B does not have to be in V), and suppose that A and B never occur
simultaneously in the right-hand side of a production of P. The parent equality substitution
is defined as follows:

Ecr[A siCis2C2s3, C1, C2, B]() t (V’, T, S’, P’) where
-v’= VU{B};
-ifA S, thenS’= SU{B},elseS’= S;
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-Let P"= P U {B s1C1s2C2s3}. Then

P’ P" U {C --+ s4Bss C e V’, $4S5 E (V U T)*, and C $4As5 E P"}.

Let n be a node in D with lbl(n) A and chin(n) sCs2C2s3. Let m be the child
of n with label C1 and m2 be the child of n with label C2 and let D1 and D2 be the subtrees
of D with rt(D) m and rt(D2) m2. Let i)3 be the D-tree defined by rt(D3) m
and chtrs(D3) chtrs(D2). Then Ea[A -- sCs2C2s3, C1, C2, B](D) is obtained by
simultaneously relabeling by B each such node n for which D - 1)3.

The reader may wonder why we have imposed the restriction C A and C2 : A.
Indeed, without this restriction, parent equality substitution would still be well defined. In
the upcoming sections, however, we only need the restricted parent equality substitution, and,
although Theorem 3.19 below still holds for the unrestricted parent equality substitution, the
proof would become very involved.

THEOREM 3.19. Parent equality substitution can be expressed in the grammatical algebra.
Proof Let (V, T, S, P) be the scheme of some information base, and consider the

parent equality substitution Ea[A sCs2C2s3, C, C2, B] (cf. Definition 3.18). Let D
and E be attributes not in V. Then Ea[A -- sCs2C2s3, C, C2, B] can be performed by
consecutively performing the following operations:

1. the node insertion Nt[A --+ siCs2C2s3, SlClS2Ds3];
2. the child substitution Ex[A -- SlClS2Ds3, C1, C2];
3. the child equality substitution E[A --+ SlC2s2Ds3, D --+ C2, C2, E];
4. the parent substitution Ezr[A SlC2s2Es3, B];
5. the child substitution Ex[B sC2s2Es3, C2, Cl];
6. the child substitution Ex[A sC2s2Ds3, C2, CI];
7. the node merging M#[B --+ SlCls2Es3, E --+ C2];
8. the node merging M/z[A SlClS2Ds3, D --+ C2]. ]

We now return to the bibliographical Example 2.6 to illustrate on a more realistic in-
formation base how the grammatical algebra can be used to solve queries or to perform
transformations.

Example 3.20. Reconsider the information base of Example 2.6. Suppose we want to
extract only the information on journal titles (between double quotes) with the name of the
journal and the volume. The instance of Fig. 4 would then be transformed into the instance
of Fig. 15.

The Format
Model

<Refs>

"’’ <Refs>

<Journ> <Volume>

JACM 31

FIG. 15. A transformation ofthe information base instance ofFig. 4.

The transformation can be accomplished by consecutively performing the following op-
erations:

1. N[Attths) ];
2. N6[(Year)];
3. zXv[(Source) (Journ)(lssue), (Issue) --+ (Vol) (Nr), (Vol), (Volume)];
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4. N3[(Issue)];
5. N#[(Ref) (Tit)(Source), (Source) --+ (Jou,)(Volume)];
6. Fl[(Ref) ---, (Tit) (Journ) (Volume)," (Tit)" (Journ) (Volume) ].

Observe that the instance obtained in the above example can be considered as a repre-
sentation of a flat relational database model relation in the grammatical model. Below, we
show how unary relational algebra operators can be performed. Note that, in order to simulate
union, difference, and join, we need binary operators on information bases. This is beyond
the scope of the present paper, however.

Example 3.21. Consider the following relational database relation R:

A B C

al bl cl

a2 b2 C2

This relation can be represented as an information base with scheme (V, T, S, P) where
V {U, R, A, B, C}, T {a b c }, S {U}, and

P {U RU, R --+ ABC, A -- a B --+ bl C cl

and with instance the tree shown in Fig. 16.

U

U

c
Uo

a2 b2 c2

FIG. 16. A representation ofa flat relation instance in the grammatical model.

We now consider three typical examples of unary relational algebra operators:
The renaming of A to A’ can be expressed as the child substitution
Ex[R --+ ABC, A, A’].

The projection of R onto AB can be expressed as the node deletion N3[C].
The selection A C can be expressed by consecutively performing the following

operations:
1. the parent equality substitution Ea[R -- ABC, A, C, R’];
2. the node deletion NS[R];
3. the parent substitution Eyr[R’ ABC, R].

If desired, redundant U-nodes can be removed by repeatedly applying the node mergings
N/z[U --+ U, U RU] and N#[U --+ RU, U --+ U].

Notice in the last example that the grammatical algebra does not have an iteration construct.
The number of applications of the node mergings is therefore instance dependent (in this case,
linear in the size of the instance).

4. A calculus for transforming information bases. Whereas in the previous section
we defined a transformation language on information bases based on eight primitive operators
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which we claim to be sufficiently powerful to express a large class of queries, it is also possible
to define a more declarative transformation language inspired by the relational calculus.

An expression in the grammatical calculus we propose consists of a set of conditions and
a transformation clause, both built from variables. Informally, applying a calculus expression
to an information base means performing the required transformations for each "occurrence"
of the variables satisfying the set of conditions. Since the variables in a calculus expression
represent so-called rootless data tree, we first explain this notion.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme. A rootless data
tree (R-tree) over is a finite sequence of D-trees over . The set of all R-trees over is
denoted 7().

We have to introduce the following notations concerning R-trees.
DEFINITION 4.2. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let R be an

R-tree over . Then
R-- (D D,,) denotes the sequence of D-trees of which R consists;
top(R) (rt(D) rt(D,,)) denotes the sequence of the roots of the D-trees of

which R consists;
F denotes the empty R-tree.

Obviously, the isomorphism between D-trees defined in Definition 2.7 can be extended in
a natural way to R-trees. The definition of R-trees also leads us to the following straightforward
conclusions.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme.
Any interval ofan R-tree over is also an R-tree over .
Let D be a D-tree over . Then (D) is an R-tree.
Let D be a D-tree over . Then chltrs(rt(D)) is an R-tree.

It follows from Proposition 4.3 that R-trees can be contained in D-trees.
DEFINITION 4.4. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme. Let D be a D-tree

and R be an R-tree over . R is called a rootless subtree of D if R-- (D Dn), D D,,
are subtrees of D and top(R) is a sequence of consecutive siblings of D. The common parent
of these siblings is denoted par(R). The set of all rootless subtrees of D is denoted rst(D).
The R-tree R is called a maximal rootless subtree of D if, in addition, top(R) is a maximal
sequence of consecutive siblings of D, i.e., if top(R) chin(par(R)).

Finally, we need two simple operations on R-trees.
DEFINITION 4.5. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme.

Let R1 (i)l Din) and Re (Dm+l D,,) be R-trees over . Then the
concatenation RR2 is the R-tree defined by R1R2 (D1 Dn).

Let R be an R-tree over and let n be an arbitrary node. If lbl(n) is an attribute or R
is empty, then the completion nR is the D-tree defined by rt(nR) n and chltrs(n) R.

As mentioned, variables in a calculus expression represent rootless subtrees of the infor-
mation base instance under consideration. From these variables, terms are built using con-
catenation and completion. As a consequence of Proposition 4.3, these terms in turn represent
R-trees. The set of conditions in a calculus expression consists of declarations of variables
by terms and of equations between variables and terms; the substitution clause consists of a
variable and the term by which that variable has to substituted. Of course, the variables in the
substitution clause have to occur in the set of conditions. Before formalizing the syntax of a
grammatical calculus expression, we clarify the concept by an example.

Example 4.6. Reconsider the information base of Example 2.6 and the query of Exam-
ple 3.20, described in the grammatical algebra. This query can also be solved by the following

2By an interval of a sequence we mean a subsequence consisting of consecutive elements.
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grammatical calculus expression:

[/92 <___it ((Tit)p4)"((Journ)pv)((Volume)p9)
{/91 :’-" ((Ref)/92)
P2 :-- ((auths)p3)((Tit)p4)((Source)ps)((Year)p6)
P5 :-- ((Journ)pv)((lssue)p8)
P8 := ((Vol)p9):((Nr)plo)}].

Another similar grammatical calculus expression that has the same effect on information bases
over the scheme of Example 2.6 is the following:

[/92 _.t, ((Tit)p4)"((Journ)p7)((Volume)p9)
{/91 :’-" ((Ref)/92)
P2 :-- ((Auths)p3)((Tit)p4)((Source)ps)P6
P5 :-- ((Journ)pv)((Issue)p8)
P8 :--((Vol)p9):((Nr)plo)}].

In both expressions, the four declarations in the right-hand side specify a "pattern" in the
bibliographic information base; each time that pattern is found in the instance, it must be
changed according to the substitution clause.

We now formally define the syntax of the grammatical calculus. Throughout this expo-
sition, we assume that V {Pi > is an infinitely enumerable set of variables.

DEFINITION 4.7. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme.
A basic term over has one of the following three types:

-type 0: a (a 6 T);
-type 1: Pi (Oi
-type 2: (Api) (A V, Pi

A term over is a finite sequence of basic terms over that contains at most one basic
term of type and in which each variable and each attribute appears at most once. The empty
term is denoted e. The set of all variables occurring in a term is denoted var(t).

DEFINITION 4.8. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme.
A declaration over has the form ioi :-- with lOi "12 and a term over in which Pi

does not occur.
An equation over has the form Pi IOj with ioi, IOj

DEFINITION 4.9. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme. Let D {Pi :=
ti 6 I}, I a set of indices, be a finite set of declarations over in which no variable
appears in the left-hand side of more than one declaration and in the right-hand side of more
than one declaration. Let var(D) denote the set of all variables occurring in 79. Consider the
associated directed graph (79) with set of nodes var(79) and set of edges {pj
I and p, 6 var(tj)}. 79 is called hierarchical if (79) is a tree, and, furthermore, the root Proot
has a declaration of the form Proot :-- (Apt) for some A 6 V and Pl

For a hierarchical set of declarations it makes sense to define the following.
DEFINITION 4.1 0. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let 79 be a

hierarchical set of declarations over .
Let Pi vat(79) be a variable which is not the root of (79). Then/9 is said to be of

type (oftype 2) if the unique basic term containing Pi in the right-hand side of a declaration
of 79 is of type (of type 2).

Let Pi var(79) be an arbitrary variable. The depth d(pi) of Pi is recursively defined
as follows, using the hierarchy in (79):
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1. If Pi is the root of (D), then d(pi) 0;
2. If Pi is of type and pj is the parent of Pi, then d(pi) d(pj);
3. If Pi is of type 2 and pj is the parent of Pi, then d(pi) d(pj) + 1.
Observe that, given a hierarchical set of declarations 79, the root of (79) has no type.
Example 4.1 1. Consider the set of declarations in the right-hand side ofthe first expression

in Example 4.6:

{Pl := ((Ref)p2)
P2 :--- ((Authslp3)((Tit)p4)((Source)ps)((Year)p6)
P5 :-- ((Journ)p7)((Issue)p8)
P8 :--((Vol)p9):((Nr)plo)}.

Obviously, this is a hierarchical set of declarations. Its associated tree is shown in Fig. 17.

Pl

P3 P4 P5 P6

/\
P7 Pa

,/\
Pg PlO

FIG. 17. The tree associated with the hierarchical sets ofdeclarations in Example 4.11.

All variables (except of course for Pl) are of type 2. Furthermore, d(p) 0, d(p2) 1,
d(p3) d(p4) d(ps) d(p6) 2, d(p7) d(p8) 3, and d(p9) d(pl0) 4. Now,
consider the set of declarations in the right-hand side of the second expression in Example 4.6:

{p := ((Ref)p2)
P2 := ((Auths)p3)((Tit)p4)((Source)ps)p6
P5 :- ((Journ)pv)((Issue)p8)
P8 :-- ((Vollp9) ((Nr)plo)}.

This is a hierarchical set of declarations with the same associated tree as the previous one.
However, P6 is now of type with d(p6) 1.

We now have all the ingredients to define an expression.
DEFINITION 4.12. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme. An expression

over has the form [pj -- u 79 LJ g] with pj. 6 ]2, u a term over 7 with pj q[ var(u), 79 a
hierarchical set of declarations over , and ,5’ a set of equations over , satisfying the following
conditions:

1. All variables in the expression occur in 79;
2. No variable in u is an ancestor of pj in (79);
3. If, in addition, pj is the root of (79), then u (Bpk) for some B 6 V and pk 6 V, or

We invite the reader to check that the expression (without equations) in Example 4.6
satisfies Definition 4.1 2.

Before formally defining the semantics of a grammatical calculus expression, we show
with examples how the grammatical algebra operators can be expressed in the calculus. As in
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the previous section, we are not concerned with the resulting information base schemes (about
which we have not yet said anything with regard to the calculus).

Example 4.13. Reconsider Examples 3.4, 3.7, 3.9, and 3.15.
The parent substitution Ezr[A BA, E] can be expressed by

[Pl +’- (EP2) I{P :-- (Ap2), P2 :-- (Bp3)(Ap4)}].

The child substitution EE[E BA, A, E] can be expressed by

[P2 (Bp3)(Ep4) I{Pl :-- (Ep2), P2 := (Bp3)(Ap4)}].

The child equality substitution EE[E BE, E -- BE, B, D] can be expressed by

[P2 +-- (BP3)(Dp4) {Pl :-- (Ep2),/92 :--- (Bp3)(Ep4), [94 := (Bps)(Ep6), P3 Ps}].

The node insertion Nt[B --+ abEd, aFd] can be expressed by

[P2 -" a(Fp3)d {Pl :-- (Bp2), P2 :--- ap3d, P3 := b(Ep4)}].

The node deletion N3[F] can be expressed by [p +-- e P := (Fp2)}].
The downward duplication A3[A -- BaC, B --> bd, C, D] can be expressed by

[P3 --bd(Dp4)l{pl :--(Ap2), P2 :--(Bp3)a(Cp4), P3 := bd}].

The permutation FI[B -+ bBc, abB] can be expressed by

[P2 ab(Bp3) {Pl :-- (Bp2),/92 := b(Bp3)c}].

Describing the semantics of the grammatical calculus should consist of two parts: ex-
plaining what happens with schemes and explaining what happens with instances. Since, as
observed earlier in this paper, it is unrealistic to compare information base operations at the
scheme level with respect to expressiveness, we shall not elaborate on how calculus expres-
sions work on information base schemes. The example below, however, should nevertheless
convince the reader that calculus expressions can be applied to the schemes as well.

Example 4.14. Consider the calculus expression

[P2 -- (Dp4) I{P := (Ap2), P2 :-" (Bp3)(Cp4)}]

and let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme to which this calculus expression
is applied. Let ’ (V’, T’, S’, P’) denote the resulting scheme. Then V’ V U {D} and
T’ T since there are no other attributes or constants in the substitution clause not occurring
in one of the declarations. Furthermore, S’ S, since the attribute in the term defining the
root variable is not altered. Finally, if A --+ BC 6 P, then P’ P U {A D} U {D --+ s
Cs6 P},elseP’=P.

Note that, for the sake of generality, the application of a calculus expression to an infor-
mation base scheme can only result in adding new productions.

We now formally define the semantics of a grammatical calculus expression at the instance
level. Although it is conceptually simple, as should be clear from the examples given thus far,
the formalism itself is rather involved. This stems mainly from the fact that, when rearranging
subtrees in applying a calculus expression, one must be able to describe how this rearrangement
is "propagated" downward into these subtrees.

The evaluation of a calculus expression on a given information base instance can be
described in two distinct stages.
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1. First, the variables in an expression are "valuated" as rootless subtrees of the considered
information base instance, satisfying the declarations and equations in that expression.

2. Then, the D-tree representing the information base instance is transformed according
to these valuations and the transformation rule in the left-hand side of the expression.

The first stage is described in Definition 4.15, the second one in Definition 4.1 8.
DEFINITION 4.1 5. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be an

information base instance over . Let 79 be a set of declarations and a set of equations over
such that all variables in ,5’ occur in 79. Let f: var(79) -+ rst(D) be a total mapping from

variables in 79 to rootless subtrees of D. f is called a valuation of 79 and in D if
1. for each declaration Pi :-- e in 79, f (Pi) F;
2. for each declaration Pi :-- in 79 with t... tk, t tk being basic terms,

f(Pi) R R with, for each j k,
1. if tj a for some a 6 T, then Rj is a single-node rootless tree the node of which

is labeled a,
2. if tj IOk for some pk 6 V, then Rj f (pk),
3. if tj (Ap) for some A V and Pk 6 "12, then there is a node n in D with

lbl(n) a such that Rj (nf (pk)),
3. for each equation Pi Pj in E, f (Pi) f (Pj).

The set of all valuations of 79 and E in D is denoted .T’(79 U E, D).
Example 4.16. Consider the information base instance D ofFig. 8 (over some appropriate

scheme) and let E be the following calculus expression:

[P5 +’- (Cp7)P8 I{P := (Ap2), P2 := p3c(Ap4), P3 := (Bps)p6, P4 := p7c(Aps),

/95 :-- (Cp9)(Dplo), P7 := (Bpll)Pl2, Plo := , Pll := (C1013)P14, P9 =/913}].

There are three valuations of 79 and E in D. For each such valuation f, the node n satisfying
top(f(p)) (n) has been marked by a square in Fig. 8. We leave it to the reader to check
that these markings completely determine the corresponding valuations.

D d c
A C B A

B A A C
b c a
B B A

C D b c A b c b
B

C D C D b c A

C D

FIG. 18. An information base instance D.

For later use, we used dots to mark all nodes in Fig. 8 that occur in top(f (Ps)), for each
valuation f of D and ,5" in D.

In Example 4.1 6, it turned out that the valuations under consideration can be completely
characterized by indicating to which rootless subtree the root variable of the expression is
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mapped. Lemma 4.17 says even more: it suffices to specify a rootless subtree of which the
valuation ofone arbitrary variable is an interval. In particular, Lemma 4.17 ensures that the way
in which f(Ps) was indicated in Example 4.16 is unambiguous. More generally, it excludes
that images of the same variables under different valuations "overlap." This will allow us to
define the result of a calculus expression by performing a transformation on the information
base instance under consideration for each valuation of its hierarchical set of declarations and
set of equations.

LEMMA 4.17. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let D be an

information base instance over . Let 79 be a hierarchical set ofdeclarations over , and let
be a set of equations over such that all variables in occur in D. Let Pi be an arbitrary

variable in 79, and let R be a rootless subtree ofD. There exists at most one valuation f ofD
and e in D such that f (Pi is an interval ofR.

Proof. Suppose there exists a valuation f such that f (Pi) is an interval of R. We first show
that for some variable pt 6 var(D), f (pt) is unambiguously determined by this condition. If

Pi is the root of (D), we know there exists a declaration in 79 of the form Pi :--- (Apj). Since
R contains at most one subtree with a root labeled A, f(Pi) is unambiguously determined.
Now suppose Pi is not the root of (D). Then there exists a sequence of variables in 79, say

Pio Pi, k > 1, that satisfy the following conditions:
1. Pio Pi’,

2. For all k there is a declaration in 79 of the form Pi, :- Pi_t ...;
3. There is a declaration in 7) of the form Pi .... (Api_,)

Note that the second condition is voidlessly satisfied if k 1. The last condition can always
be satisfied because a similar condition holds for the root of (D). Now let R’ be the unique
maximal rootless subtree of D containing R. Then, by condition 2 above, f(pi) being an
interval of R implies that f(Pio) f(Pi_) are all intervals of R’. Since a declaration of
the form Pi :-- (Api_) is in 79, it now follows that f (Pi._,) equals R’.

Up to now, we have shown there exists some variable Pt in 79 for which f (pt) is a fully
determined rootless subtree of D. Since it is easily shown that whenever f is unambiguously
determined for a certain variable it is also unambiguously determined for both the parent
and all children of that variable, a straightforward induction shows that f is unambiguously
determined for all variables in 79. [q

We now define how an expression transforms D-trees. First, Definition 4.18 introduces
so-called E-transformations. Theorem 4.19 then establishes the uniqueness of these E-
transformations. Finally, Definition 4.20 points out how the unique E-transformation must be
used to define the result of the calculus expression E.

We start with the notion of E-transformation. When rearranging rootless subtrees of a

given D-tree in applying a calculus expression, we must be able to describe how the rear-

rangement is "propagated" downward into these subtrees. Intuitively, the resulting tree will
therefore have to be constructed "bottom-up." Thus we cannot just define the effect of a

calculus expression on D-trees alone; we need to define the effect on all rootless subtrees as

well. The effect of a calculus expression on a rootless subtree is context-sensitive, however.
Therefore, we introduce the notion of E-transformation, which defines the effect of a calculus
expression E on an R-tree R in the context of a D-tree D of which R is a rootless subtree.

DErINITION 4.18. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme and let E
[pj +-- u 79 tO ] be an expression over . A partial mapping g: "R.() /9() --+ 7",.()/
is an E-transformation of if it satisfies the following conditions:

3For reasons of convenience, the conditions are formulated as if g(R, I)) were an arbitrary representation of the
class under consideration.
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1. g (R, D) is defined if and only if R 6 rst(D);
2. For all D 6 9(), g(F, D) F;
3. For some D 6 D(), let (nR) 6 rst(D) be a rootless subtree such that for no valuation

f 6 .T’(D to L’, D), f (pj) (nR). Then g ((nR), D) (rig (R, D));
4. For some D 6 D(7), let R 6 rst(D) be a rootless subtree such that for no valuation

f .T’(79U, D), f(pj) is an interval ofR. ThenifR RIR2, g(R, D) g(Rl, D)g(R2, D);
5. For some D 6 "D(), let R 6 rst(D) be a rootless subtree such that for some valuation

f .T’(79US, D), f(pj) R. Let u ul...u, with u Un basic terms. Then
g(R, D) R Rn with, for k n,

1. if uk a for some a 6 T, then Rk is a one-node rootless tree labeled a,
2. if uk Pt for some Pt 6 , then we distinguish two cases:

1. if Pt is of type in 79, and f(Pl) (D Din), then

R g((D), Dr)... g((Dm), Din),

2. if Ps is of type 2 in 79, and n par(f (Pt)), then

R g(f (pt), nf (pt));

3. if uk (Apt) for some A 6 V and pt 6 "12, then we distinguish two cases:
1. if pt is of type in 79, and f(pt) (D1 D,,,), then Rk (n’R’) with

lbl(n’) a and R’ g((D1), D1)... g((Dm), Din),
2. if p1 is of type 2 in 79, and n par(f (pt)), thenR (n’R’) with lbl (n’) A

and R’ g(f(Pt), nf(pt));
6. For some D 6 D(), let R R1RzR3 6 rst(D) be a rootless subtree such that for

some valuation f 6 .T’(79 to L’, D), f(pj) R2. Then g(R, D) g(R1, D)g(R2, D)g(R3, D).
We now establish the uniqueness of E-transformations.
THEOREM 4.19. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme and let E =-- [pj +--

u 79 to e] be an expression over . Then there exists a unique E-transformation of.
Proof. The proof goes by double induction. For the empty D-tree E, we know that g(F,E)

F. We now assume that g is uniquely defined on all pairs (R, D) with R being a rootless
subtree of D and the depth of D at most, say p (outer induction hypothesis). Now let D be a
D-tree over with depth p + 1. We know that g(F, D) F. We now also assume that g is

uniquely defined on all pairs (R, D) with R being a rootless subtree of D and the depth of R
at most, say q (inner induction hypothesis). Now let R be a rootless subtree of D with depth
q + 1. We distinguish two cases.

Case 1. There is no valuation f .7(79 to , D) for which f (pj is an interval ofR. Let
R (D1 D,) with, for n, Di niRi for some Ri 6 rst(D) with the depth of

Ri at most q. Items 2, 3, and 4 of Definition 4.18 and the inner induction hypothesis guarantee
that g(R, D) is uniquely defined.

Case 2. For some valuation f .T’(79 tO , D), f (pj) is an interval ofR. By Lemma 4.17,
we know this f is unique. Let R R1RzR3 with R2 f(pj). By item 6 of Defini-
tion 4.18, g(R, D) g(R1, D)g(R2, D)g(R3, D). By the first case of this proof, g(R, D) and
g(R3, D) are uniquely determined. Let u u u with u u,, basic terms. By item 5 of

4Recall from Definition 4.2 that F is the empty R-tree.
5The reason for this distinction is the following. If a variable is part of a basic term of type 2, then we are

interested in the entire tree this basic term represents, as opposed to merely the R-tree the variable represents.
6See footnote 5.
7The depth of F is 0; the depth of another R-tree is defined as the maximum of the depths of the D-trees of which

it is composed.
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Definition 4.18, we know that g(R2, D) R21 ...R2,, for some R-trees R21 R2n. It
remains to show that, for k n, R2 is uniquely determined. To do this we distinguish
five subcases.

Subcase 1. uk a with a T. By item 5.1 of Definition 4.18, Rzt, is unambiguously
determined.

Subcase 2. uk Pt with Pt a type variable in 79. Let f (Pt) (D1 Din). By
item 5.2.1 of Definition 4.18, we know that Rzk g((D1), D)... g((Dm), Din). Since, by
Definition 4.12, the depth of pt in (79) is at least 1, it follows that, for all j m,
the depth of Dj is at most p. Hence the desired conclusion follows from the outer induction
hypothesis.

Subcase 3. u Pt with Pt a type 2 variable in 79. Let n par(f(pt)). By item 5.2.2
of Definition 4.18, we know that Rzk g(f(Pt), nf(pt)). If n is not the root of D, then the
depth of nf(pt) is at most p. Hence the desired conclusion follows from the outer induction
hypothesis. However, if n rt(D), then D nf(Pt), whence the depth of f (Pt) is at most
p. Moreover, by Definition 4.1 2, it follows that f (pj) (D) R2 R, whence n k
and p q. So, f (Pt) has also depth at most q. The uniqueness of R2, R21 now follows
from the inner induction hypothesis.

Subcase 4. u (Apt) with A V and pt a type variable in 79. Let f (Pt)
(D1 Din). By item 5.3.1 of Definition 4.18, we know that R2/ (n’R’) with lbl(n’) A
and R’ g((D1), D)... g((Dm), Din). The remainder of this case is now analogous to
subcase 2.

Subcase 5. u (Apt) with A V and Pt a t3’pe 2 variable in 79. Let n par(f(pt)).
By item 5.3.2 of Definition 4.18, we know that R2 - (n’R’) with lbl(n’) A and R’
g(f (Pt), nf (Pt)). The remainder of this case is now analogous to subcase 3.

Using the unique transformation defined above, we finally define the result of a calculus
expression.

DEFINITION 4.20. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme and let D be
an information base instance over . Let E be an expression over . Let g be the unique
E-transformation of . Then E(D) is (the class of) the D-tree D’ for which g ((D), D) (D’),
if this D-tree is in turn an information base instance, and undefined otherwise.

We conclude this section with a final example.
Example 4.2 1. Reconsider the information base instance D and the calculus expression E

of Example 4.16. Recall that in Fig. 8, for each valuation f, the (unique) node in top(f(p))
is marked by a square and all nodes in top(f(ps)) are marked by dots (p is the root of the
expression and P5 is the left-hand side ofthe substitution clause). The reader is invited to check
that the result E (D) of applying the calculus expression E to the information base instance D
indeed equals the instance of Fig. 19.

5. Properties of the grammatical calculus. The definition of the grammatical calculus
given in the previous section raises several decidability issues. Since a full treatment of these
decidability issues would go beyond the scope of the present article, we shall deal with these
here only briefly, in a fairly informal manner.

The key construct of this section is that of a condition tree of a calculus expression, or
more precisely, of the set of hierarchical declarations and equations of a calculus expression.
We first define this notion for the case in which no equations are present.

DEFINITION 5.1. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let 79 be a
hierarchical set of declarations.

The condition tree C(79) of 79 is constructed as follows. First, initialize C(79) to a tree
consisting of one node labeled with the root of (79). Then, as long as there is a node n in
C(79) labeled with a variable Pi that is not a leaf in (79), i.e., for which there exists some
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A

B A

C A

B A

C
a

B

C D

FIG. 19. The information base instance E(D).

hierarchical declaration pi :-- t tm in 79, substitute n by the rootless subtree (C Cm)
where, for k 1 m,

1. if tk a with a 6 T, Ck consists of one node which is labeled a;
2. if t pt with pl a type variable in 79, C consists of one node which is

labeled pt;

3. if t (Apt) with A 6 V and pt a type 2 variable in 79, C is a two-node tree the
root of which is labeled A and the leaf of which is labeled Pl.

Let E =-- [pj +-- u 79] be an expression over without equations. Then C(E) C(79).
Notice that C(79) in Definition 5.1 above is indeed a tree since the right-hand side of the

declaration for the root in 79 consists of only one basic term, which is of type 2.
Example 5.2. Let 7) be the set of hierarchical declarations in Example 4.1 6. The condition

tree C(79) of 79 is shown in Fig. 20.

P9

A

914 P8

913

FIG. 20. The condition tree C(79).

Intuitively, the condition tree of an expression shows the pattern that must be present in
an information base instance for the expression to have an action on that instance.

The notion of condition tree can be extended to the case in which both hierarchical
declarations and equations are present. We shall informally explain how. Thereto, sup-
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pose that in addition to the assumptions of Definition 5.1 we have a set of equations E
over .

If the equations only involve variables that are leaves in C(79) and hence also in (79),
then the condition tree C(79 U E) of 79 and S is straightforwardly constructed from C(79)
by equating labels according to the equations in E. For instance, if E is the expression in
Example 4.16, then C(E) is obtained from the condition tree in Example 5.2, Fig. 20, by
equating P9 and P3.

In the perhaps more pathological case in which variables are equated that are not necessar-
ily leaves of C(79), the construction is somewhat more involved. To illustrate this, let 79 be the
hierarchical set of declarations in the expression of Example 4.16 and consider the equation
/95 /911. The rootless subtrees corresponding to P5 and/911 in C(79) in Example 4.16 are
shown in Fig. 2 left and right, respectively.

C
3 C

913

P14

FIG. 21. The rootless subtrees corresponding to P5 and

We can now try to expand in both rootless subtrees the nodes corresponding to variables in
a minimal way such that the R-trees become isomorphic. In our example, this can be achieved
by substituting/914 by D and equating P9 and P3. The R-tree thus obtained is actually the
most general unifier of P5 and p. Finally, the condition tree C(79 U {p5 pl}) of 79 and
{P5 P} is obtained by substituting P5 and p by their most general unifier.

Of course this most general unifier need not exist, e.g., because the two rootless subtrees
involved are incompatible. Also, the unification process might result in an infinite tree. The
latter case would occur if we tried to compute C(79 U {p2 p4}). During the unification
process we would find that ,08 must be equated to an R-tree strictly containing ,08 as a rootless
subtree, whence the resulting tree would be infinite. Finally, it is possible that the resulting
tree is not a legal D-tree in the sense that it contains sibling nodes labeled by the same attribute,
whence the tree cannot be considered as an information base instance over some scheme.

Each time the construction of a condition tree requires an impossible unification process or
a unification process resulting in an infinite tree, or does not result in a legal D-tree, we say that
that the condition tree is undefined. Obviously, this property is decidable. The undefinedness
of a condition tree corresponds to the fact that any associated expression is not applicable to

any information base instance.
Several decidability results regarding the grammatical calculus can be proved by using

condition trees. The techniques employed in these proofs in essence come down to applying
expressions to their own condition tree and are therefore reminiscent of similar techniques
used in the relational model for conjunctive queries [6], [2 ].

The first decidability result is concerned with checking whether or not a calculus expres-
sion represents the identity.

LEMMA 5.3. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, and let E [,oj <---

u 79 t.J ] be an expression over . Then E represents the identity if and only if either the
condition tree of E is undefined or E(C(E)) C(E).

Proof Obviously, if E represents the identity and the condition tree of E is defined, then
E(C(E)) C(E), whence the "only if." To see the "if," we need to distinguish two cases. If

8If E [pj +- u 79 U ] is an arbitrary expression over , then C(E) C(79 U g).
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the condition tree of E is undefined, then E obviously represents the identity, since it is not
applicable to any information base instance. Thus suppose the condition tree of E does exist
and satisfies E(C(E)) C(E). Let f be the valuation of 79 and E in C(E). If f is extended
to terms in the natural way, then E(C(E)) C(E) is equivalent to f(pj) f(u). Using this
latter condition, the proof can be completed by a straightforward double induction, as in the
proof of Theorem 4.1 9.

Using Lemma 5.3, we can prove the following necessary condition for two expressions
to be equivalent.

THEOREM 5.4. Let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme. Two expressions
over are equivalent only ifeither they both represent the identiO, or their condition trees are
isomorphic upon renaming ofvariables.

Proof. Let E1 [p) -- Ul D1 to ,f] and E2 [p +- u2 D2 tO g2] be two equivalent
expressions that do not represent the identity. By Lemma 5.3, the condition trees of E1 and E2
exist and satisfy El (C(E2)) - C(E1) and E2(C(E2)) C(E2). Hence, by the equivalence
of E1 and E2, E2(C(E)) - C(E) and E (C(E2)) C(E2). In particular, this implies there
must exist a valuation of C1 and 791 in C(E2) as well as a valuation of C2 and 792 in C(E1).
Using this fact, the theorem is now easily shown. El

Given Theorem 5.4, it is now tempting to conjecture that two grammatical calculus ex-
pressions that do not represent the identity are equivalent if and only if they yield the same
result when applied to their common condition tree. Unfortunately, this condition is not suf-
ficient because of the special way in which type 2 variables in a substitution term are handled
in the calculus. Example 5.5 gives a counterexample.

Example 5.5. Let 79 t_J E be the following set of hierarchical declarations and equations
(over some appropriate scheme):

{p :-- (Ap2), P2 :-- (Bp3)(Ap4)(Cps), /93 :’-" (Ap6), /96 :-’- P7b, /94 /97}.

The condition tree of 79 and g is shown in Fig. 22.

A

B A ,C
4 P5

P4 b

FIG. 22. The condition tree C(79 LJ E).

Now consider the expressions

E [P5 p4 179 tO c];

E2 =-- [/95 +--/97

Notice that/94 is of type 2 while/97 is of type 1.
Obviously, E (C(79Ug)) Ez(C(79Ug)), because these resulting trees are both obtained

by substituting/95 by/94 in the tree of Fig. 22. Nevertheless, E and E2 are not equivalent.
To see this, we replace the nodes in Fig. 22 that are labeled P4 with the rootless subtree obtained

9By the definition of condition tree, there is a unique valuation f 6 F(D U , C(E)) determined by f(Proot)
(C(E)), Proot being the root of G(D).
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by chopping off the root from a copy of the condition tree. The result of this modification is
shown in Figure 23.

A

A P5

A b

B A C

P4 b

FIG. 23. The modified condition tree.

The purpose of this modification was substituting the tree rooted in the parent of P4 by
its most general unifier with a copy of the entire condition tree.

Applying expression E2 to the tree in Fig. 23 results in the straightforward substitution
of P5 by the rootless subtree identified by A, as shown in Fig. 24 bottom.

A

B A C

P4 b

134

FIG. 24. The results ofapplying E1 (top), respectively, E2 (bottom), to the tree ofFig. 23.

In contrast, the application of E1 results in the substitution of P5 by A’ where A’ is
obtained from A by applying E1 to the tree rooted in the parent of/94. This asymmetry is due
to the fact that/94 is of type 2, while/97 is of type 1. The result of applying E1 to the tree in
Fig. 23 is shown in Fig. 24 top.

In general, given an expression and its condition tree, one has two choices for each type 2
variable in the substitution tree: one can either leave the corresponding node or rootless
subtree in the condition tree unchanged, or one can transform it in the sense of Example 5.5.
This procedure leads to a number of trees that is potentially exponential in the number of
type 2 variables in the substitution term.1 To facilitate our further discussion, we shall

In most cases, however, the number of trees obtained will be significantly smaller because the transformation
described in Example 5.5 requires a unification whose result may well be undefined.
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call the set of legal D-trees thus obtained the set of representative instances of the given
expression.

Intuitively, the set of representative instances of a calculus expression is constructed
in such a way that for every possible valuation of the expression’s set of declarations and
equations in a concrete information base instance, there is a representative instance whose
transformation by the expression "models" the way in which the information base instance is
transformed locally.

Therefore, we conjecture that equivalence of nonidentity expressions can be decided
by considering all trees in their sets of representative instances and verifying whether both
expressions yield the same results for all those trees.

Finally, the set of representative instances can also be used to decide whether or not the
result of a calculus expression is always defined, independent of the information base instance
to which the expression is applied. Now, the result of a calculus expression applied to a
concrete information base instance can only be undefined if the resulting tree is no longer an
instance, i.e., if this tree contains sibling nodes labeled with the same attribute in V. By what
has been said above, it suffices to apply the calculus expression to all representative instances
to verify whether or not undefinedness can occur. Thereto, one has to check whether or not

1. one of the resulting trees contains sibling nodes labeled by the same attribute;
2. in one of the resulting trees it is possible to substitute a variable by a sibling attribute.

The latter case occurs precisely when a variable in a resulting instance has a sibling attribute
that is not a sibling to that variable in the original representative instance. Hence we have the
following theorem.

THEOREM 5.6. It is decidable whether or not the result of a calculus expression over a
given information base scheme is always defined.

6. The equivalence between algebra and calculus. In 3, we presented the grammatical
algebra as a query language for transforming information bases. In 4 and 5, we introduced
and discussed grammatical calculus expressions. We can now consider the grammatical cal-
culus as the language consisting of all finite sequences of calculus expressions. Note that, in
contrast to the relational calculus, we cannot hope such a sequence will always be equivalent
to a single expression, since in general there is no way to combine the various condition trees
of the expressions in the sequence into one single condition tree that could be used to de-
scribe the net effect of the transformation. Since each grammatical algebra operation can be
expressed by a single calculus expression, the grammatical calculus will nevertheless allow a
more succinct representation of queries than the algebra.

In this section, we compare the expressive power of the grammatical algebra and calculus.
Inspired by the classical result in the relational model, we were able to prove their equivalence.
In view of the technical complexity of this proof, we use Example 4.16 as running example
throughout the proof in order to improve its readability.

THEOREM 6.1. The grammatical algebra and grammatical calculus are equivalent with
regard to expressive power.

Proof. In Example 4.13, applications of all algebra operators (except for upward du-
plication, which is analogous to downward duplication) are expressed in the calculus. It is

straightforward to generalize the techniques used in these examples. Hence the algebra can
be simulated in the calculus. The more involved part of the proof consists of showing that a

calculus expression can be simulated in the algebra. In order to show this, we shall simulate
in the algebra the various steps needed to evaluate a calculus expression of which, without
loss of generality, we assume it does not represent the identity. (This assumption is needed
to guarantee, by Lemma 5.3, the existence of the expression’s condition tree, which in turn is
needed to validate some of the constructions made below.)
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Therefore, let (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, let D be an instance
over , and let [pj +-- u 79 U ,f] be a calculus expression with var(D) {Pl p,, and
79 {Pi := ti I}, I c__ {1 n}. Without loss of generality, we assumethat p, being an
ancestor of Pt in (79) implies k < I. (Observe that Example 4.1 6 satisfies this requirement.)
We further assume that Pl is the root of (79) and that the unique declaration for p in 79 has
the form pl (Ap2).

We also number the equations starting from n+ 1" ,5’ {en+l e,,+t }. Since, obviously,
a nontrivial equation involving pl can never be satisfied, we may assume, again without loss
of generality, that p is not contained in an equation of

Let J be an arbitrary set of nonnegative integers. For each B 6 V, we assume that B J

denotes an attribute; similarly, for each a 6 T, we assume that a J denotes a constant. We
also assume that Ni, 1, 2, 3 are attributes not in V. Finally, we also assume that

N/J denotes an attribute. Informally speaking, the superscripts of the labels will be used to
remember which variables can be valuated into which rootless subtrees. The N/are auxiliary
attributes which will be used for copying information in D from one place to another in
the tree.

The proof is basically a construction that consists of the following steps:
Step 1. Initialization. We index all node labels in D with the empty set. This is done by

using parent substitution (for the attribute nodes) and permutation (for the constant nodes).
Step 2. Determination of all valuations of 79 in D. We shall relabel by AI1 all nodes n

for which there exists a valuation f of 79 in D with top(f(p)) (n). (Remember that A is
the attribute in the declaration for the root p of (79).) Therefore, we do the following steps:

Substep 1. Transforming 79. From 79 we construct 79t as follows. 79’ contains p
(Ap2) as well as one declaration for each type 2 variable. The right-hand side ofthis declaration
contains only type 2 variables and type variables that are leaves in (79). These right-hand
sides are obtained from the original right-hand sides in 79 by subsequent substitutions. For
example, if 79 is the set of declarations in Example 4.1 6, then

79’= {Pl "= (Ap2), P2 "= (Bps)p6c(Ap4), P4 (BplI)Pl2C(Ap8),

P5 "= (Cp9)(Dplo), PlO "= e, Pll "= (Cpl3)Pl4}.

Note that 79’ actually describes the structure of the condition tree C(79) (see Defini-
tion 5.1).12 Obviously, the restriction to var(79 ’) of a valuation of 79 in D is a valuation of 79’
in D; conversely, each valuation of 79’ in D can be extended to a valuation of/9 in D.

Substep 2. hdicating all rootless subtrees in D to which type 2 leafnodes in (79) can be
mapped. We shall indicate these rootless subtrees by adding to the superscripts of the labels
of their parent nodes the indices of the corresponding variables. Thereto, we perform, in any
order, the following operation for each type 2 leaf node Pi in (79 ’), until no further action
is possible. If there is no declaration lOi e in 79’, we do Ezr[B J s, B Jt{i}] for each
BJ S with ’ J and either BJ -- S a production in the current scheme or B J an attribute
in the current scheme and s e; if Pi e is in 79’, we only do Ezr[B s --+ e, BJU{i]].

In our example, P0 is the only type 2 leaf node in (D) that has a declaration with an
empty right-hand side. Consequently, an index 0 must be added to the D-labels of leaf nodes
in the current instance: there are six such nodes. The other type 2 leaf nodes of (D) are
/98,/99 and P3. Consequently, an index 8 must be added to all A-labels and indices 9 and 13
to all C-labels of nodes in the current instance. The result of these operations is shown in
Fig. 25.

For the time being, we ignore the equations in g.
2Since by assumption the condition tree C(D) exists, it follows that the substitutions performed cannot yield

illegal terms, i.e., terms containing two basic terms of type 2 with the same attribute.
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A{8

C19,13} D{10} C{9.13} D{I}A b(I) c(1) A{s}

0{9,13} D110}

FIG. 25. The result ofmarking all rootless subtrees in D to which type 2 leafnodes in (79) can be mapped.

Substep 3. Iteratively building up all valuations ofD in D. Let Pi Pim be (in ascending
order) all type 2 variables in 79 ’. Let, for < p _< m, 79p be the set of all declarations of 79’
involving only variables whose index is at least p. We will relabel the nodes in the current
instance in such a way that, for each p m,

the superscript of the label of a node n contains the index p if and only if there exists a
valuation f of79 p in D with par(f (pie)) n (condition (p)).

Note that, by the construction in the previous step, the current instance already satisfies all
conditions (p) for which Pip is a leaf node in (79 ’). By a downward iterative procedure, we
now enforce the conditions (p) for which Pie is not a leaf node in (79 ’). Thereto, we perform
the following operation for those p m down to for which Pip is an internal node of (79 ’).
Let Pip tl tl be the declaration for Pie in 79’ with the tq, q l, basic terms. Let
Pk (Bpip)... be the declaration in 79’ containing pi in its right-hand side. Then, in
any order and until no further action is possible, we do Err[B J

s1 Sl, B Ju{ip}] for each
production BJ

s1 st in the current scheme in which ip

_
J and, for q l, the Sq

have the following form:

a if tq a, a E T;
Sq CK if tq--(Cpr), C V, Dr var(79’), and r 6 K

(Sq is arbitrary if tq is of type 1).
The current instance for our example is now as shown in Fig. 26.
Observe that, by necessity, 2. Hence the superscript of the label of a node n

contains the index 2 if and only if there exists a valuation f of 79’ {p +- (Ap2)} in D with
par(f (P2)) II.

Substep 4. Indicating all rootless subtrees ofD to which pl can be mapped by a valuation
of 79. We will add an index to the superscript of the label of all nodes n for which there
exists a valuation f of 79 in D with top(f(pl)) (n), or, equivalently, for which there exists
a valuation f of 79’ in D with top(f (pl)) (n). Now, a valuation f of 79’ {p +-- (Ap2)}
can be extended to a valuation of 79 in D if and only if par(f(p2)) is labeled A. Therefore,
in any order and until no further action is possible, we have to perform Err [AJ -- s, AJll
for each AJ --+ s with 2 6 J, ’ J, and either AJ --+ s a production in the current scheme
or AJ an attribute in the current scheme and s e.
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FIG. 26. Recursively building up all valuations of79 in D.

Substep 5. Cleaning up. Using parent substitution, we rename all node labels A J with
1 6 J to A {1} and all other node labels BJ with B 6 V and ’ J to Be.

All nodes n labeled A for which there exist a valuation f of 79 in D with top(f(p)) (n)
are now indexed by }; all other nodes are indexed by the empty set.

The current instance for our example is now as shown in Fig. 27. There are four valuations
of D in D.

A{1

c* D

FIG. 27. Determination ofall valuations of79 in D.

Step 3. Evaluation ofall type 2 variables under the valuations of79 in D. Once again, let

Pi Dim be the type 2 variables in 79’ (or, equivalently, in 79). We will relabel the nodes
in the current instance in such a way that, for each p m,

the superscript of the label of a node n contains the index ip if and only if there exists a
valuation f of79’ in D with par(f (pip)) n (condition (p’)).
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Since we will need approximately the same procedure on several other occasions in the
following parts of this proof, we will describe it in slightly more general terms than needed
right now. Recalling that Pi P2, we can easily satisfy condition (1’) by doing, in any
order, until no further action is possible, the parent substitution Ezr[B I11 s, B {1’2}] for
each B {1} --+ s with either B {! --+ s a production in the current scheme or B I1 an attribute
in the current scheme and s e. 13 By an upward iterative procedure, we now enforce
conditions (2’)-(m’).

Thereto, we perform the following operation for p := 2 up to m. Let p .... (Bpip)...
be the declaration in 79’ containing [kip in its right-hand side. Then, in any order and until
no further action is possible, we do E x[CK ---+ SlBJs2, B J, B Ju{ip}] for each production
cK _+ s1BJs2 in the current scheme with C 6 V, k 6 K, and p . J.

The current instance of our example is now as shown in Fig. 28.

A{1,2}

O{3} D C{9} D{o} be ce

C{3} D

FIG. 28. Evaluation ofall type 2 variables under the valuations of79 in D.

Step 4. Evaluation ofall type variables under the valuations of79 in D. We will relabel
the nodes in the current instance in such a way that for each type variable [ki, the superscript
of the label of a node n contains the index if and only if there exists a valuation f of 79 in D
with top(f ([ki)) containing n. Therefore, we do the following steps:

Substep 1. Transforming 79. From 79 we construct 79" as follows. 79" contains one
declaration for each type variable. This type variable is contained in the right-hand side
of the declaration. The left-hand side is a type 2 variable. As for 79 ’, the declarations of 79"
are obtained by subsequent substitutions. 14 For example, in our example,

79"-- {P2 :-- p3c(A[k4), P2 :-- (Bp5)P6c(A[k4), [k4 :-- pvc(Ap8),

P4 :-- (Bpll)PlzC(Ap8), Pll :-- (Cpl3)Pl4}.

Clearly, a valuation of 79 in D is also a valuation of 79’ U 79" in D; conversely, the extension
of a valuation of 79’ in D to var(79) is a valuation of 79 in D if and only if it is a valuation of
79’ U 79" in D.

3Note that, at this stage ofthe proof, the attribute B will always equal A, the attribute in the declaration Pl :-- (Ap2)
for the root of G(79).

14Again, these substitutions cannot yield illegal terms.
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Substep 2. Relabeling. In order to enforce for each valuation of 79 in D and for each type
variable ioi that each node in top(f (lOi)) contains the index in the superscript of its label, we
perform the following operations. For later use, they will be once again described in slightly
more general terms than required right now. Let Pk :-- q... tt be the unique declaration in
79" containing Pi in its right-hand side. Let in the above declaration tq, < q < l, be the
basic term with tq Pi. Let Pr .... (Bpk)... be the unique declaration in 79’ containing p
in its right-hand side. Then, by step 3 of the construction in this proof, each node n occurring
in f(toi) for some valuation of 79 in D is the child of a node labeled B J with k 6 J.

We first relabel all nodes occurring in f (lOi) for some valuation of 79 in D labeled by a
constant. Thereto, we introduce the following notation. Let s c... Otw be an arbitrary
word over the current attributes and constants. (For v w, cv is an attribute or a
constant.) Then we denote by g the word ff oTw with, for v w,

a KU{i} if otv a K a T"
oto otherwise.

The relabeling of the constant nodes is now achieved by performing, in any order and until no
further action is possible, the permutation

1-1[n J s .Sq_lSqSq+l .SlSl+l, s1. .Sq-lqSq+l .SiSl+l]

for each production B J -- s... Sq_lSqSq+l... stst+ in the current instance with k 6 J, in
which forr-- q-l,q+l l,

I a x iftr a,a T;
Sr ! Cx if tr (Cpu), C V,

for some set K of nonnegative integers, st+ is a (possibly empty) string of symbols Nx,15 and
Sq is an arbitrary word in which the index does not yet occur as a superscript. Finally, the
attribute-labeled nodes occurring in f (Pi) for some valuation of 79 in D are labeled by per-
forming, in any order and until no further action is possible, the child substitution E) [B J --S1. .Sq_ISq,ICLSq,2 .Sl, CL, CLt3{i}] for each production B J --+ sl ...Sq-lSq,lCLSq,2 .Sl
with k 6 J and ’ L and in which, for r q 1, q + 1, + 1, sr is as above
while Sq, and Sq, 2 are arbitrary.

The current instance of our example is now as shown in Fig. 29.
Step 5. Duplication ofrootless subtrees corresponding to variables occurring in equations

ofg. We will now take into account the set ofequations g {e+ e,+t }. For each variable
pi occurring in an equation ofg and each valuation f of 79 in D, we will add to chin(n), n being
the node with top(f(pl)) (n), a node rn with ehtrs(m) a "duplicate" of f(Pi). Therefore,
we do the following steps, keeping in mind that the root p of (79) does not occur in "Substep 1. Duplicating rootless subtrees corresponding to type variables. For each
type variable pi occurring in g, we perform the following procedure. Let p :-- Pi be
the unique declaration in 79" containing Pi in its right-hand side and let ,or "= (Bp)...
be the unique declaration in 79’ containing the type 2 variable p, in its right-hand side.

In order to be able to apply sidewise duplication on rootless subtrees f (Pi), f a valuation
0f79 and g in D, we first have to insert a node p satisfying chin(p) top(f(pi)). So we do, in
any order and until no further action is possible, the node insertion Nt[B J --+ SlSzS3, Sl N}s3]
for each B J --+ s1s2s3 with (i) k 6 J, (ii) either B J -- s1s2s3 a production in the current
scheme or B J an attribute in the current scheme and sszs3 e, and (iii)

SRecall that Nu V are some of the auxiliary attributes introduced at the beginning of this proof. At this stage
of the proof, however, the information base scheme does not yet contain auxiliary attributes, whence by necessity
Sl+ 8.
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1,2}

{13, D{14, {9} D{10}Iy{7,12} c’ 8,

C{13}
0
{14}

FIG. 29. Evaluation ofall type variables under the valuations of79 in D.

for each symbol ot K in s2, 6 K,
N/ not in s s3, and
for each symbol cK in ss3,

immediately followed by the sidewise duplication Acr[BJ --+ sN}s2, N)}, N/] and the

node merging N/z[BJ sN]ls2Ni, N} $3]. 16

Substep 2. Duplicating rootless subtrees corresponding to type 2 variables. For each
type 2 variable Pi occurring in E, we perform the following procedure. Let Pk .... (BDi)
be the unique declaration in D’ containing o in its right-hand side.

First, we do, in any order and until no further action is possible, the node insertion
Nt[B J --+ s, N}] for each B s with J, s not containing N, and either B J --+ s
a production in the current scheme or B J an attribute in the current scheme and s ,
immediately followed by the sidewise duplication Ao-[B J --+ N}, N)}, N/] and the node

merging N#[B --+ N)} N/, N)} s].
The current instance of our example is now as shown in Fig. 30.
Substep 3. Eliminating the undesired side effects of the duplication. For each variable

Di occurring in an equation of E and for each valuation of 79 in D, it is now our intention
to propagate upward the "duplicate" of f(Pi), the parent of which is labeled N/, until that
parent node becomes a child of the node n with top(f(p)) (n). Unfortunately, we may
run into trouble if the duplicate of f (Di) contains a "copy of the duplicate" of g (p,), g another
valuation of 79 in D and p, an arbitrary variable, without containing a corresponding "copy"
ofg(p ). Such copies of duplicates will be called undesired copies ofduplicates.

For example, in our example, "copies of duplicates" occur. For instance, if f is the val-
uation of 79 in D for which f(p) (D) and g is the valuation of 79 in D for which g(p)
is the leftmost subtree of D of which the root is labeled A (see Fig. 29), then the rightmost
occurrence of A in Fig. 30 is the duplicate of f(p3). Clearly, the leftmost occurrence of
A in Fig. 30 contains g(P9) (which is empty) as well as the duplicate of g(P9). Hence the

16Observe that if f(Pi) is the empty rootless subtree, then, by the first operation, one N]l-labeled leaf node is

inserted in an arbitrary place between the children of the corresponding BJ-node, not necessarily corresponding with
the place of Pi in the right-hand side of the declaration p, Pi in 79 ". Fortunately, this nondeterminism gets
immediately eliminated by the subsequent sidewise duplication and node merging.
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A1 A{1,2)

o{9}/ \ B"’,P" / \

FIG. 30. Duplication of rootless subtrees corresponding to type and type 2 variables.

duplicate of f(Pl3) contains a copy of the duplicate of g(P9). However, the duplicate of
f(P3) also contains a copy of g(p) (namely the duplicate of f(P3) itself). Such copies of
duplicates do not cause problems later; in fact, we will need them in order to generate the correct
result. Undesired copies of duplicates do not occur in our example, and, as a consequence,
the operations described below will not alter the instance in Fig. 30. An example in which
undesired copies of duplicates do occur is given in the Appendix. There, it is also shown why
these undesired copies of duplicates cause trouble.

We now remove undesired copies of duplicates as follows. 7 First, we remove all indices
except the index from the superscripts of the node labels using the cleaning-up procedure in
step 2.5 of this construction. Then, we reintroduce the other indices by repeating steps 3 and 4.
The way the auxiliary attributes Nx are treated there prevents the indexing to be propagated
downward through the parent nodes of duplicates.

Next, we will add an index 0 to the Nff corresponding to undesired copies of duplicates. 8

They are recognized as follows. For each tpe variable Pi occurring in ,f, we do the child
substitution Ex[BJ -+ SlNuKs2, N, Uff{ 1] for all productions BJ SlNuKs2 in the current

17Of course, desired copies of duplicates can in turn contain undesired "copies of copies of duplicates," and so

on, down to arbitrarily deep levels in the information base instance. While we choose not to complicate this already
involved proof any further by explaining the problem only at the highest level where it can occur, the procedure
described here is nevertheless general and removes undesired copies at any level in the information base instance.

18Note that, even if step 5.3 is initiated with an instance in which the superscripts of auxiliary attributes are

arbitrary finite sets of nonnegative integers, we always have at this point that either K or K 0, so K never

contains 0.
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scheme for which the superscript of no symbol in s contains the index i. Similarly, for each
type 2 variable/9 occurring in ’, we do the child substitution E) Bs ._ s Nfs2, Nf, NfUll

for all productions Bs _+ s Nfs2 in the current scheme with ’ J. Finally, undesired copies
of duplicates are now removed by the node deletions N3[N,r,] with Nk in the current scheme,
Nu an auxiliary attribute, and 0 6 K.

If for some type or type 2 variables/9 and Pk and for some valuation f of 79 in D,
f(Pi) and f(pk) are isomorphic, then all their respective duplicates are also isomorphic, by
Theorem 3.1 3. In general, some of these duplicates will have disappeared and some others will
have been "trimmed" after step 5.3. However, the operations in step 5.3 preserve isomorphism.

Substep 4. Propagating duplicates upward in the instance. For each variable ,o occurring
in an equation of,5’ and for each valuation of 79 in D, we will now move upward the "duplicate"
of f (Pi), the parent of which is labeled N/, until that parent node becomes a child of the node
n with top(f(p)) (n). This is achieved by performing, in any order and until no further
action is possible, the upward duplication A1)[Cx sIDLs2, DL --). s3N s4, N;, N+,,],
immediately followed by the node deletion Ni[N], and this for all productions CK ._ Sl DLs2
and DL --+ s3Ns4 in the current scheme with k dip n + 2 _< d(p/modn). As a consequence of
this condition, duplicates of variables of depth in (79) are not moved upward; indeed, they
already are in their right position.

Finally, in order to be able to immediately recognize the variable to which an Nff-labeled
node corresponds, we perform, in any order and until no further action is possible, the child
substitution E X [As s N $2, N, N,modn for each production AJ sN $2 in the current
scheme with k > n.

For each variable oi occurring in an equation of c and for each valuation of 79 in D the
A-labeled node n with top(f(p)) (n) has a child m labeled N/ with chtrs(m) a "duplicate"
of f (Pi). Because ofTheorem 3.1 3, it suffices to compare these "duplicates"’in order to decide
the isomorphism of the original f (Pi)’s.

The current instance of our example is now as shown in Fig. 3 1.
Observe that the N/-labeled nodes always occur to the right of each of their siblings

labeled by another symbol.
Step 6. Determination of all valuations of 79 and c in D. We will relabel by AIll all

nodes n for which there exists a valuation f of 79 and g’ in D with top(f(p)) (n). (The
superscript of the label of all other nodes will be replaced by the empty set.) Therefore, we
do the following steps"

Substep 1. Indicating the equations of satisfied by the valuations of 79 in D. For each
equation e, ------ p, P,2 in g’, n + _< k < n + and for each valuation f of 79 in D,
we will add the index k to the superscript of the label of the node n with top(f (,o)) (n)
if and only if f satisfies e,, i.e., if f (p,,) and f(P,2) are isomorphic. This is achieved by
performing, in any order and until no further action is possible, the parent equality substitution
Ecr[a s --+ s, N, N, AsU(kl] for all productions as -- s in the current scheme with NkO
and N, in s and k ’ J.

In our example, we only have one equation: e5 =-/99 /913. Three of the four valuations
of 79 in D satisfy this equation. Their corresponding A-nodes see an index 15 added to the
superscript of their label. The current instance in our example is now shown in Fig. 32.

Substep 2. Relabeling and cleaning up. In any order and until no further action is

possible, we perform Err [A s ._+ s, AII] for each production A s ._+ s in the current scheme
with{n+l n+l}_ J.

Using parent substitution, we now rename all attribute node labels BJ with B 6 V and

’ J to B" using permutation, we rename all constant node labels as with a T by a.
Finally, we remove all N/, as well as the subtrees of which they are the root, using node
deletion.
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FIG. 31. Duplication of rootless subtrees corresponding to variables occurring in equations ofE.

m3
A{1,2,1s}

B{3
Ao N9 N3

C’9} g’10}/kb",’2} ce A{8}

0{13} t14}
D

FIG. 32. The result ofmarking the equations ofE satisfied by the valuations ofD in D.
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Now, all nodes n for which there exists a valuation f ofDUE in D with top(f (Pl)) (n)
are labeled A{11; all other nodes are labeled with an attribute or a constant indexed by the empty
set.

Comparing the instances obtained at the end of step 2 and this step respectively, we have
now eliminated all valuations of 79 in D that are not valuations of 79 and g in D. in our example,
one of the valuations identified in Fig. 27, namely that for which the corresponding A-node
did not receive an index 15 in Fig. 32, is eliminated.

Step 7. Evaluation ofall variables under the valuations of79 and in D. We will relabel
the nodes in the current instance in such a way that

for each type 2 variable Pi, the superscript of the label of a node n contains the index
if and only if there exists a valuation f of 79 and E in D with par(f (Pi)) 11;

for each type variable Pi, the superscript of the label of a node n contains the index
if and only if there exists a valuation f of 79 and E in D with top(f (Pi)) containing n.

Thereto, it suffices to repeat steps 3 and 4 of the construction of this proof, starting from
the current instance. In our example, the resulting instance is then as shown in Fig. 33.

FIG. 33. Evaluation ofall variables under the valuations ofD and E. in D.

Step 8. Duplication of rootless subtrees corresponding to variables in u. Now that all
valuations of 79 and g in D have been fully specified, we can start with the simulation of
the actual transformation. Thereto, for each variable Pi in the substitution term u and each
valuation f of 79 and , in D, we will add to chin(n), n being the node with top(f (pl)) (n),
a node m with chtrs(m) a "duplicate" of f (Pi). Therefore, we do the following steps, keeping
in mind that p does not occur in u:

Substep 1. Duplicating rootless subtrees corresponding to type variables. Thereto, we
simply repeat step 5.1 of the construction in this proof.

Substep 2. Duplicating rootless subtrees corresponding to type 2 variables. In order to

duplicate type 2 variables, we cannot simply repeat step 5.2. This is because of the different
ways in which type and type 2 variables are treated in Definition 4.1 8. Indeed, if Di is a

variable of type 1 in u, f is a valuation of 79 and g in D with f(Pi) (D Do), and g is
an E-transformation, then we have to compute g((D), D1)... g((Dm), I)m). If, on the other
hand, Pi is a type 2 variable, we have to compute g(f(Pi), Pf(pi)), where p par(f(pi)).

Therefore, if Pi is a type 2 variable in u and f is a valuation of 79 and ,5’ in D, we will
duplicate the completion of f (Pi) with its parent node, rather than f (Pi) itself. Thereto, we
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perform the following procedure for each type 2 variable Pi in u. Let Dk (Bpi)... be
the unique declaration in D’ containing Pi in its right-hand side.

First, we do, in any order and until no further action is possible, the node insertion
Nt[B J s, N/ul}] for each BJ s with 6 J, s not containing N/J, and either B J --+ s
a production in the current scheme or BJ an attribute in the current scheme and s e,
immediately followed by the sidewise duplication Ao[B N/ull, NiJull, N/] and the

node merging N/z[BJ N/u{} N/a, N/U{} ---, s].
In comparison with step 5.2, we now also duplicated the superscript of the label of the

parent node of f (Pi).
Substep 3. Eliminating the undesired side effects of the duplication. We repeat step 5.3

of the construction in this proof.
Substep 4. Propagating duplicates upward in the instance. We repeat step 5.4 of the

construction in this proof.
For each variable pi in the substitution term u and for each valuation of 79 in !), the

A-labeled node n with top(f(p)) (n) has a child m labeled N/ for some J

_
n}

with ehtrs(m) a "duplicate" of f (pi).
The current instance of our example is now as shown in Fig. 34.

A{1,2}

c / g"" L B’.... ’1 1% A

A5 /C a A5 b*

b*

A{1,2}
{3 5

""IX
C{13} D{14} C{13} D{14}

FIG. 34. Duplication of rootless subtrees corresponding to variables in u.

Observe that the N/J-labeled nodes always occur to the right of each of their siblings
labeled by another symbol.

Step 9. Downwardpropagation ofduplicates to the place where they have to be inserted.
If pj, the left-hand side of the substitution clause pj ,-- u, equals p, the root of (79), then
no alterations are made.

Otherwise, for each variable Pi in u and for each valuation of 79 and E in D, we will move
downward the "duplicate" of f (Pi) until it becomes a "sibling" of f (pj). Therefore, we do
the following steps:
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Substep 1. Identifying the paths for the downward propagation of duplicates. We will
identify these paths with the sequence of variables pq Pqa(pj) where, for <_ <_ d(pj),
pq is the unique ancestor of pj in (D) that is of type 2 and has depth 1.

Remembering that p :-- (Ap2) is the declaration of the root of (D), we always have
Pq P2. In our example, we have pj P5, d(ps) 2, and pq P2, Pq2 PS.

Substep 2. Propagating duplicates downward in the instance. For each variable Pi in
u and for each valuation of 79 and in D, we will now move downward the "duplicate" of

f (Pi) along the path identified in the previous step, until it becomes a "sibling" of f (pj), i.e.,
until it has the same parent node as f (pj), or, equivalently, until it has the same parent node
as f (Pqd(pj))"

This is achieved by performing, in any order and until no further action is possible, the
downward duplication A6[BK -, sCLszNs3, CL --+ s4, N, N+,,], immediately followed
by the node deletion N6[NJ ], for each production BK __+ s CL

S2Ns3 in the current scheme
with C 6 V, k div n + 2 < d(pj), and qkdivn+2 G L (whence qkdiv,,+l K), and for each
CL

__
s4 with either cL __+ s4 a production in the current scheme or s4 e.

Finally, in order to be able to immediately recognize the variable to which an N-labeled
node corresponds, we perform, in any order and until no further action is possible, the child
substitution E X BK __+ slN$2,

JNkmodn] for each production B K ---, SlNS2] with q,l(pj 6 K
andk > n.

The current instance of our example is now as shown in Fig. 35.

6
A{ ,2}

C{13} D{14}

FIG. 35. Downwardpropagation ofduplicates to the place where they have to be inserted.

Observe that step 9.2 does not produce alterations if 1, i.e., if pj =_ p2. Indeed, in
that case, all duplicates already have the same parent node as f(pj) =- f(p2), namely the
A-labeled node n with top(f(pl)) (n).
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Step 10. The actual transformation in the case when in the substitution clause pj - u,

pj =- p. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. The substitution clause is p +-- e. Then, in any order and until no further action

is possible, we do the node deletion N[AJ] for each attribute in the current scheme with
E J. Finally, we remove the superscripts from all labels using parent substitution (for the

attribute nodes) and permutation (for the constant nodes).
The resulting instance is [p +-- e 79 U ](D).
Case 2. The substitution clause has theform p +-- Bpi with B V and Pi par(79).

First, we mark the subtrees to be deleted with the index n + by doing, in any order and until
no further action is possible, the child substitution

DK DK DK{n+I)],)(. [C g
---+ s1 $2,

for each production CJ --> s1DKs2 in the current scheme with 6 J (whence C A or
C Ni), n + q/K, and D :/: Ni. Then, we actually remove these subtrees using the node
deletions N3[DK for all attributes D in the current scheme with n + 6 K. Next, we remove
the auxiliary attributes by applying, in any order and until no further action is possible, the
node merging N#[AJ -+ Nix, Nix --+ s] for all productions aJ UiK and N/K ---> s in
the current scheme with 6 J. Finally, in any order and until no further action is possible,
we perform the parent substitution Tr[AJ -+ s, B] for each AJ S with E J and either
AJ --+ s a production in the current scheme or A J an attribute in the current scheme and s e.
Using parent substitution (for the attribute nodes) and permutation (for the constant nodes),
we remove the index sets from all other labels.

The resulting instance is [p - (Bpi) 79 LJ ](D).
Step 1. The actual transformation in the case when in pj +- u, pj is of type in 79.

Let k qd(pj) and let Pk t... t be the unique declaration in 79" containing Pi in its
right-hand side. Let in the above declaration tq, <_ q <_ l, be the basic term with tq pj.
Let Pr (Bpk)... be the unique declaration in 79’ containing p in its right-hand side.
Let u u uo with u u0 basic terms. We then do the following steps"

Substep 1. Identifying and removing subtrees to be deleted. In any order and until
no further action is possible, we do the node insertion Nt[CJ --+ s1s2s3, s1Nos3] for each
production CJ ---> sszs3 in the current scheme with k 6 J, s2 the substring of s1szs of all
symbols containing the index j in the superscript of their label, and s2 - e, immediately
followed by the node deletion Ng[N0]. 9

Substep 2. Rearranging subtrees to be substituted. In any order and until no further action
is possible, we perform the permutation FI[C J ---> sszs3, S1S4S2] for each CJ --+ sszs3 with
(i) k 6 J, (ii) either CJ --+ SSzS3 a production in the current scheme, or CJ an attribute in the
current scheme and sszs3 e, and (iii)

the superscript of no.symbol in sszs3 contains the index j;
s consists of q- symbols;
s2 consists of q symbols;
s3 only consists of symbols NiK with Ni an auxiliary attribute; and
s4 o/1 o/l with, for v l,

a if uo a;
uo- N/K ifuo--piandN/xisins3;

N/K if u (Dpi) and Nf is in s3.

(Observe that s4 is uniquely defined by the above conditions.)

9Observe that, inthe above production, either C B (B being the attribute in the declaration Pr (Bp)...)
or C is an auxiliary attribute.
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Substep 3. Cleaning up. For each indexed attribute N/x in the current scheme with toi a
variable that occurs in u as a basic term of type 2, say (Dpi), we do the parent substitution
7r[NiK --+ s, D] for each production Nix s in the current scheme. Then, for each indexed
attribute NiK in the current scheme with Di a variable that occurs in u as a basic term of type 1,
we do the node merging NIz[B J s,UiXs2, Ui -- s3] for all productions B J s,Us2
and NiK --+ s3 in the current scheme with k 6 J (B being the attribute in the declaration

Pr (Bpk)...). Finally, we remove all remaining index sets from node labels using
parent substitution (for the attribute nodes) and permutation (for the constant nodes).

The resulting instance is [pj U 79 LI
Step 12. The actual transformation in the case that in pj +- u, pj is of type 2 in 79. If

pj is of.type 2 in. 79, .then qap.j j. Let Pr "= (Bpj)... be the, unique declaration in 79’
contaimng pj in its right-hand side. Let u u u,o with u Uw basic terms. We then
do the following steps:

Substep 1. Identifying and removing subtrees to be deleted. In any order and until no
further action is possible, we do the node insertion Nt[CJ

s1s2, NoS2] for each production
CJ

Sl s2 in the current scheme with j 6 J, s2 the substring of Sl s2 of all auxiliary attributes,
and Sl e, immediately followed by the node deletion N6[No]?-Substep 2. Rearranging subtrees to be substituted. In any order and until no further action
is possible, we perform the permutation FI[CJ --+ Sl, s2] for each CJ

sl with j 6 J, either
CJ -- s a production in the current scheme, or CJ an attribute in the current scheme and
S e, and $2 Of Cl with, for v l,

a if uv a;
Otv NiK if U Pi and NiK is in s l;

Ni1 ifuv--(Dpi) andN/xisins

(Observe that S only consists of auxiliary attributes and that s2 is uniquely defined by the
above conditions.)

Substep 3. Cleaning up. We repeat step 1.3 in the construction of this proof.
The resulting instance is [pj +-- u 79 U g]. Particularly, in our example, the operations

above finally yield the information base instance shown in Fig. 19.
Finally note that all constructions in this proof were done at scheme level, i.e., they do

not depend on the instance under consideration.
Hence the grammatical algebra and the grammatical calculus are equivalent. As Codd

concluded for the relational model, this equivalence gives a naturalness to both languages.
However, it still requires further investigation to find a precise language-independent charac-
terization for the expressive power of the grammatical algebra and calculus.

7. Conclusions and future work. In this paper a simple model for representing the
hierarchical structure in information is proposed. Two methods for querying in this data model
are given and shown to be equivalent. The expressive power of these querying methods is not

yet clear, however. In particular, it is not known how these methods are related to querying
facilities in other data models, that can be simulated by the grammatical model. Furthermore,
we are looking for a well-adapted interface that is integrated in a more general environment.
It is remarkable that there seems to be no fundamental distinction between updating and
querying in this model. Other aspects, such as transforming several given trees into one result
tree, constraint checking, and implementation strategies, are under investigation.

Although it can be considered as an extension of the relational model, the grammatical
model, because it is hierarchical in nature, is of course not suited for all database applications.

2Observe that, in the above production, either C B (B being the attribute in the declaration Pr (Bpj)...)
or C is an auxiliary attribute.
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In particular, the notion of "shared component" is difficult to express in a tree. It is therefore
interesting to look for a characterization of the semantic expressiveness of the grammatical
model. On the other hand, one could also look for "network-like" extensions of this model,
using the theory of graph-grammars (e.g., [15]).

Appendix. As promised in step 5.3 of the construction in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we
shall now exhibit an example in which duplication yields undesired side effects.

Example. Consider the information base instance D of Fig. 36 (over some appropriate
scheme), let

79- {Pl (Ap2), P2 (Ap3)(Bp4)(Cp5), P3 := (Ap6)(Bp7)(Cp8)},

and let E be an arbitrary calculus expression involving 79 and the set of equations g
{/96 PS}.

A

a b c

FIG. 36. The information base instance D.

If we apply the construction in the proof of Theorem 6.1 to the instance D up to step 4,
i.e., until all valuations of 79 are determined and fully specified, we obtain the instance
in Fig. 37.

A{1,2}

A !,4,7}{5,8;
//B{7} ;18}

FIG. 37. The instance D after determination andfidl specification ofall valuations of79 in D.

Clearly, there are two valuations of 79 in D. One of this, say f, is determined by f (/91)
(D). For the other one, say g, g(p) is the leftmost component of chtrs(rt(D)). Since/96 and

P8 are the only variables occurring in an equation of g, the only subtrees to be duplicated are

f(P6), f(ps), g(p6), and g(P8). The result of applying steps 5.1 and 5.2 to the instance of
Fig. 37 is shown in Fig. 38.

Now observe that the duplicate of f(P6) contains a "copy" of the duplicate of g(P6) as
well as a "copy" of the duplicate of g(P8). Clearly, the duplicate of f(P6) does not contain a

duplicate of g (p).
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FIG. 38. The instance of Fig. 37 after duplication of f(P6), f(Ps), g(P6), and g(P8).

If we now would try to apply step 5.4 of the construction in the proof of Theorem 6.1
straight away, we would have to move all duplicates (and hence also all copies of duplicates)
two levels upward. We leave it to the reader to verify that, for p6, this would result in two
nodes at the same level (more concrete, as children of the root) with the same attribute label
N24, which would imply that the result is undefined, and this is obviously not what we want.
Clearly, a duplicate of g(p6) does not belong at that level. Luckily, the relabeling procedure
of step 5.3 reevaluates the valuations of 7) in D and prevents them from being propagated
downward through nodes labeled by auxiliary attributes. The result of the relabeling is shown
in Fig. 39.

FIG. 39. The instance ofFig. 38 after relabeling.

The undesired node with label N6 (as well as the undesired node with label N8) is now

easily recognized from the fact that the label of its parent node no longer contains the index 6,
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and hence, by step 5.3, the undesired copy of the duplicate of g(p6) (as well as the undesired
copy of the duplicate of g(P8)) will be deleted.
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